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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1974-75

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

September 3, 1974
All Members

TO:

Faculty

FROM:

SUBJECT:

First 1974-7

Meeting of University Faculty

The first 1974-75 meeting of the University Faculty will be
held Tuesday, September 10, at 3:00 E.m. in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
pp. 1-3

1.

Approval of summarized minutes of May 15, 1974.
(Minutes attached.)

2."

Memorial Minute for Professor Emeritus Charles T. Grace-Professor Skoglund.

3.

Memorial Minute for Assistant Professor Emeritus
William M. Kunkel--Professor Rhoads.

4.

Memorial Minute for Professor Edward A. Zimmermann-Professor Henderson.

5.

Recommendation of 1974 Summer Session candidates for
degrees--the deans of the several schools and colleges.

6.

Replacements on standing committees and recommendation
concerning composition of Athletic Council--Professor
Hillerman.

). 4

7.

Proposal concerning amendment to Faculty Constitution-Professor Regener for the Policy Committee. (Statement attached)

)p. 5-6

8.

Granting of credit for the College-Level Examination
Program (CLEP), the General Examinations--Dean Weaver
for the Entrance and Credits Committee. (Statement attached.)

)p. 7-8

9.

Institution of a test requirement for all graduating
seniors--Dean Weaver.
(Statement attached.)

)p. 9-12

10.

Recommendations of Tenure Task Force concerning "A Tenure
Position Plan for UNM"--Vice President Travelstead.
(Statement attached.)

>p.13-14

11.

Proposed Policy statement on academic freedom and tenure
at UNM's Gallµp and Northern Branches--Professor Cohen
for the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
(Statement attached.)

>. 15

12.

Report from Faculty Policy Committee--Professor Regener.
(Statement attached.)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

FACULTY .MEETING

September 10, 1974
(Summarized Minutes)
The September 10, 1974, meeting of the University Faculty, held in
the Kiva, was called to order by President Heady at 3:07 p.m.,
with a quorum present.
The summarized minutes of the meeting of May 15 were approved as
distributed without formal action.
Upon recommendation by Professor Regener and vote of the Faculty,
Susanne Burks of the Albuquerque Journal was admitted to the
meeting.
Memorial Minutes for Assistant Professor Emeritus William M.
Kunkel, Professor Emeritus Charles T. Grace, and Professor Edward
A. Zimmermann were presented by Professors Rhoads, Skoglund, and
Napolitano (for Professor Henderson), respectively. The Faculty
adopted these minutes by a rising vote and instructed the Secretary to send copies to the next of kin.
Recommendations of candidates for degrees for the 1974 Summer
Session were presented by the deans of the respective colleges.
Upon motion by Dean Wollman, the Faculty voted to recommend the
several lists of candidates (as corrected) to the Regents for the
awarding of the respective degrees.
Professor Jaramillo, for the P licy Committee, recommended a new
slate of members for the Athl tic council: Professors Lorain Diehm,
Robert Jespersen, Jose Martinez, Alfred Parker, Betty Martin-Smith,
and Brooke Smith; also the following changes in standing Committees:
Beverly Vogel for Rupert Trujillo on the Continuing Education Committee;
John Gluck for Bernard Spolsky and Dodd Bogart for Gil Merkx on the
Curricula Committee; William Fishburn for Harold Drummond and Sei
Tokuda for Ellen Goldberg on the Graduate Committee; Fred Warner for
David McPherson on the Library Committee; David Hamilton for Pedro
David and William Roberts for Richard Ellis on the University Press
Committee; and William Gross for Glen Whan, Dodd Bogart for Charles
Woodhouse, and Samuel Roll for Robert Sickles on the ISRAD Executive
Committee. These recommendations were approved by the Faculty.
Professor Regener, on behalf of the Policy Committee, proposed that
Article IV, Section 2, of the Faculty Constitution be amended to
read as follows:
"This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds
vote of those voting faculty members responding to a mail ballot
and subsequent ratification by the Regents. Amendments shall lie
on the table for 30 days before submission to Faculty vote by
referendum." A motion by Professor Hamilton, calling for the Policy
Committee to provide for an absentee ballot system to supplement a
vote of those present was defeated, and the following amendment by
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Professor Schmidt was then approved:
"Delete the last sentence and
after the word "ballot" insert the following:
"after presentation
twice to the Faculty for debate in subsequent meetings at least
four weeks apart." At the suggestion of Professor Green, the Policy
Committee was asked to consider what steps might be taken to inform
those faculty members absent from faculty meetings where amendments
are discussed concerning the range of arguments involved in a particular question.
Dean Weaver, for the Entrance and Credits Committee, proposed the
granting of credit for the College-Level Examination Program (CLEF)
General Examinations. After considerable discussion, the Faculty
voted to amend the Committee's proposal by approving the granting
of up to 30 semester hours of undergraduate credit for satisfactory
completion of the CLEF General Examinations, subject to approval
by the degree-granting college. Thus amended, the proposal of the
E&C Committee was approved.
A motion to change the order of the agenda having been approved, the
Faculty next considered the recommendations of the Tenure Task Force
concerning 11 A Tenure Position Plan for UNM, 11 with Vice President
Travelstead moving that the plan be adopted as presented in the
agenda. Extended discussion followed, with Professor Cohen conceding
that at least a potential problem exists but expressing the unanimous
opposition of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee to the plan
in its present form.
Others expressed opposition as well, and
Professor Logan proposed the following modification in the plan:
A normal appointment at the assistant professor level would be for
three years, with an evaluative report during each of the first two
years and a more comprehensive report in the third year for possible
reappointment to a second three-year term. An affirmative decision
at this point would indicate a second term and would imply subsequent consideration for tenure; a negative evaluation would indicate
a terminal one-year (fourth year) contract. For the second threeyear term, there would be annual departmental evaluations culminating
in a review during the sixth year (i.e., the end of the second threeyear term). An affirmative decision here would result in tenure
being awarded at the end of the year; a negative evaluation would
indicate a terminal one-year (seventh year) contract.
After further discussion, Professor Hoyt proposed an amendment
to the Tenure Task Force recommendation to the effect that a person
appointed on a term appointment will, at the end of either the first
or the second term, be eligible for consideration for a tenure appointment. After additional debate, Professor Hoyt withdrew his
proposed amendment, urging that the Logan proposal be substituted
for it.
A motion for the previous question being approved, the Faculty
then voted to defeat Vice President Travelstead's motion to adopt
the Tenure Task Force recommendations.
A final motion approved by the Faculty was that of Professor
Regener stipulating that the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
be requested to submit an alternative proposal at the October meeting.
It was further agreed that the Committee may appoint an ad hoc committee for this purpose.
The meeting adjourned at 5:40 p.m.
John N. Durrie . Secretarv
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
September 10, 1974
The September 10, 1974, meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by President Heady at 3:07
p.m., with a quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY

The meeting will please come to

order.
I would like to welcome all of you to the first
Faculty Meeting of the 1974-75 academic year.
Before we
begin with the agenda, is there any news representative
here who wants to be recognized, to be admitted to the
Faculty Meeting? We had indication there might be someone.
If we have a newsperson come later, we will deal with that.
There have been a number of events during the summer,
not all of which can be recognized, but I think it would
be worthwhile to note that we have two new vice- presidents
who have begun their duties this summer. I would like to
have Doctor Robert Kugel, who is vice-president for H-efL/1-1...
Sciences, rise and be recognized.
f11e ;-

e.

I have not seen Alex •curl, is he here? He is t he
vice-president for Regional a~d Community Affairs, and I
hope can be introduced at a later meeting, if he doesn't
come today.
Also, I think we should take note of the fact that
two of our colleagues have entered the political arena and
were elected as members of the Albuquerque City Council.
One is Professor Kolbert, and he is here -- please stand up,
Professor Kolbert.
(Applause. )
He is not only a councilor, he is president o f t he
council.
Is Professor Cottrell here?
a councilor.

He also was elected as

I am not going to give either one of them an opportunity

~
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to make a speech.
these days.

They have ample opportunities, I t h ink,

The first item on the agenda is approval of the
summarized minutes of May 15th, 1974, which were attached
with the call to the meeting.
If there is no suggestion
for correction or change or revision, I will assume t h at
the minutes are approved as distributed.

Approva l of
Minute s of
Ma y 1 5 , 1974

Professor Regener, Miss Burks is here, and if you
want to make a motion -I .J

PROFESSOR REGENER
Mr. President, I move that
Susanne Burks of the Albuquerque Journal be admitted to
this meeting.
HEADY

Reporter ' s
Attendance
Approve d

Seconded?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
Been moved and seconded. Any discussion?
Th ose in favor please say "aye"; opposed "no." Motion
carried.
We have three memorial minutes which will be
presented, and I would suggest, if it's agreeable to all
of you, that we receive each of the s e memorial minutes and
then that we adopt them by a rising vote, after each -after all three have been presented.
First, I would recognize Professor Skoglund t o
present a memorial minute for Professor Emeritus
Charles T. Grace.

Memorial Minute for Professor Grace

PROFESSOR SKOGLUND Mr . President and fellow Fa culty
members, this is a memorial to Professor Charles T. Grace,
and my friendship with Chuck Grace started in 1936 while we
were graduate students and room-mates at Yale University.
He joined the Mechanical Engineering Department in 1 946 and
he was instrumental in my employment in t he same dep artment
in 1951.
I am grateful for Chuck's friendship and have many
memories of happy times with him , but this afternoo n I want
t o emphas ize two of his most valua ble p rofessional cont ribut ions to the University. As Professor and Chairman of
Mechanical Engineering and as Assistant Dean of the College

,.
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of Engineering his work was of high quality, and it was a
valuable example for his students and coll eagues. Also,
Professor Grace had a very strong concern for t he welfare
of his students and for the welfare of the University.
The many generous contributions to the Charles T.
Grace Memorial Loan Fund :rS a permanent · tribute to
Professor Grace.
I move an expression of sympathy to Mrs. Lou Grace
and John Michael Grace and an adoption of this memorial
by the Faculty of the University of New Mexico .
HEADY
I will recognize Professor William Rhoads
to present the memorial minute for Assistant Proffessor
Emeritus Edward M. Kunkel.

Memorial Minute for Professor Kunkel

PROFESSOR RHOADS
Mr. President, members of the
Faculty, William M. Kunkel was born in Waterbury,
Connecticut, in 1891 and died in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
in 1974. He received his musical training from eminent
flute and violin teachers in the United States and Canada
from 1907 to 1921. Professor Kunkel joined the faculty
of the Department of Music in 1929 on a part-time basis as
Instructor of Woodwind Instruments. He was appointed Band
Director in 1930. By 1936, his duties encompassed the
teaching of Theory, conducting the band, and the teac hing
of all wind instruments. He was appointed Assistant
Professor of Music in 1945, a position he held until his
retirement in 1952.
He was active throughout the Southwest as a festival
adjudicator and guest conductor of bands and orchestras. He
also conducted local bands and orchestras.
During his professional playing career, he played with
the great bands of John Philip Sousa and was considered by
Sousa to be the finest piccolo player of that time. His
students and colleagues attested to the exceptional sensitivity and musicality of his performance. For a musician there
is no greater compliment.
William Kunkel was not only a fine performer , he was
a fine teacher and left h is mark on those fortunate enough
to study with him.
Mr. President, I move that this memorial minute be
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accepted by the Faculty and that the Secretary be asked to
send copies to his two sons.
HEADY
Professor Henderson was to present the
memorial minute for Professor Edward A. Zinunermann.
I do
not see him here, so I have asked Dean Leonard Napolitano
if he would present the minute.
DEAN NAPOLITANO
Edward A. Zinunermann, M.D.,
Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, was a cancer
surgeon and teacher highly respected for his skills.
However, on August 21, 1974, he died, succumbing to the
same disease he had fought so valiantly in others.
Doctor Zinunermann was a complete physician -- a
healer of both diseased bodies and anxious souls. He
treated both levels of illness, insisting that one cannot
deal solely on one plane of patient needs, but must
encompass all afflictions manifested.
Doctor Zinunermann's primary career was as a physician in the United States Army, in which he served for
thirty-one years. He retired and came to Albuquerque after
nine years as Chief of Obstetrics and Gynecolo gy and
Consultant to the Surgeon General at Walter Reed Army
Hospital, Washington, D.C. Although he was with us at
the University of New Mexico for just a little more than
five years, he had profound effect on those who knew him.
He was a physician's physician, extremely active departmental colleague, and a model physician for all students
to emulate.
In 1974, he was selected as the "Outstanding
Teacher" by the Graduating Class of the School of Medicine.
He was an unassuming and deeply religious man. He was
respected, admired, revered and loved by all who came in
contact with him.
Doctor Zinunermann's role in the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology enhanced the image of the
Department, the School of Medicine, and the University of
New Mexico. He was sought state-wide for consultation and
patient care, and nationally for policy-making. He was
Chief of the Gynecologic Oncology Service of the School of
Medicine; he was the inunediate past Vice-President of the
American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology -- a position
he held twice in his career; he was the first and ongoing
representative from the , American C0lleg e o f Obstetr i c s and
Gynecology to the AMA Interspecialty Council; and he was

Memori a l Minute for Pro fess or Zimme r ma nn
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Chairman of the American Indian Affairs Committee of the
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.
It is difficult to summarize or reduce to a statement the effect of a man's life. It is like an attempt
to restate poetry. A well-written poem does not lend
itself to restatement but stands on the strength of its
construction just as an equally well-lived lif e afford s
no other comment.
In this gentle man there was the simplicity, unity and grace of poetry.
Mr. President, I submit this to the Faculty and ask
that it be transmitted and adopted by the Faculty and
transmitted to his family.
HEADY
May I ask the Faculty to adopt these minutes
by a rising vote, please.
(The body stood in a rising vote.)
HEADY

r

Thank you.

We have recommendations of 1974 summer session
candidates for degrees, which will be presented by t h e
Deans of the several schools and colleges.
At the last occasion when we approved the precandidates, a suggestion was made -- I think it was by
Professor Jespersen that we might try saving some valuabl e
paper by not reproducing and distributing to each o f you
when you arrived a full copy of the list of degree
candidates, and so we are trying at this time to see if
we can deal with this matter by having each dean, as I
understand it, have available a complete list and he can
answer any questions that you may want to -- any questions
that you may have.
As in recent times, we will have one motion at the
end to approve .all of t he degree candidates, if that's
a g reeable.
First, the College of Arts and Sciences. Dean
Wollman.
DEAN WOLLMAN
HEADY

No changes.

In the list that you h a ve there, the list

Ca ndidat es
for Degrees ,
Summer S es s ion , 1 974

,.
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that we have here, is, I assume, the list that was just
approved a while ago by the Arts and Sciences Faculty,
but I didn't check the names from the mimeographed list
to this list.
WOLLMAN
HEADY

No changes on our list.
Thank you.

College of Engineering. And in recognizing Dean
Gross to make this report, I also want to recognize him
as a dean who has begun his duties this summer.
DEAN GROSS

Thank you, President Heady .

The College of Engineering is happy to propose the
names listed as I have in my hand, which I believe are the
same as the Faculty has approved.
HEADY

Thank you.

College of Education, Dean Darling.
DEAN DARLING
HEADY

Dean

Assistant Dean John

p_ i Yl <x...lcR ,-

(< t'nald r

DEAN
The August graduation list presented to the College of Education faculty on August
twenty-first and approved, and there are no changes at
this time.
HEADY

Thank you.

Fine Arts, Dean Adams.
DEAN ADAMS
The list of names that appears here is
the same as that approved by the College of Fine Arts
Faculty without change.
HEADY

College of Pharmacy, Dean Bliss.

MR. KEESEE
President Heady, I am presenting a
list for Dean Bliss, who is out of town.
The list is the same as the list, with one exception, except on page sixteen the name of Barbara Floyd
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should be removed.
HEADY
KEESEE

Should be removed?
Yes, removed under the dental hygiene.

HEADY
One name, remove the name of Barbara Floyd
on page sixteen.
Co l l ege o f Bu si ne ss a nd Adminis tr a tive
Sc ie nc es, Pro fessor Peters.
PROFESSOR PETERS
Yes, the summer session list of
graduates which I have here has been verified as being
correct, and Records has been notified accordingly.
HEADY

Thank you.

Nursing, Dean Murray.
DEAN MURRAY
HEADY

No changes, Mr. Pr esident .

No changes in the list .

University College, Dean Huber.
On the certified list submitted to
DEAN HUBER
the office -- University College office, the names on
pages fourteen thr ough sixteen are correct. No changes.
HEADY

Thank you.

School of Law, Dean Hart.
DEAN DESIDERIO
President Heady.
HEADY

I am representing Dean Hart,

Dean Desiderio.

DESIDERIO
We are certifying one student for
graduation, who has completed all the requirements on law
school.
HEADY

Thank you.

School of Medicine, Dean Napolitano.
NAPOLITANO

I have a list of five names that were

,.
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approved by the Faculty on its meeting of September
eighth, and if that list corresponds with what is h ere,
this is what we recommend to the Faculty.
HEADY

I hope you will c h eck that for accuracy.

Do we have any candidates in Community Services
for the associate degree? I guess it's an associate
degree.
MR. DURRIE

Yes.

HEADY
Is Doctor Pearls h ere?
list, Dean Napolitano, or Dean Huber?
HUBER

Do you have t h at

What?

HEADY
I wonder if there are any candidates in
Community Services?
NAPOLITANO
are the five.

There is a list of five - - these

HEADY
All right, I am sorry.
talking about M.D. candidates.
NAPOLITANO
HEADY

I thought you were

No.

.

l

Graduate School, Dean S~olskt.

DEAN BENEDETTI
In behalf of Dean S~olsk/: who
is out of town, there is one change. On page fourteen,
the fourth name, Judy Fisher. It should be Educational
Foundations. The remainder of the list is correct.
HEADY

One change in the field?

BENEDETTI

Repeat.

HEADY
The only correction is to correct t h e
field of study for one student?
BENEDETTI
HEADY

Correct.

All right.

Thank you.

I think that completes the list.

I will ask

9/10/74, p. 9

Dean Wollman if he will make the standard motion at this
time.
WOLLMAN
Mr. President, I move that the people
whose names are on this list as corrected be forwarded to
the Regents for award of their degree.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded)
HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor please say
"aye"; opposed "no." The motion is carried.
Professor Hillerman . . Is Professor Hillerman here?
Professor Jaramillo will present replacements on
Replacements
standing committees and recommendation concerning compo si- on Sta~ding
Com.mi ttees
tion of Athletic Council.
These are partly, I guess,
matters left over or referred back to the committee last
spring, and may be some replacements that have been neces sary because of changes during the summer.
PROFESSOR JARAMILLO
I think you should know why
I am presenting this list today. After the friendly
presentation we had last time, do you remember, Tony
Hillerman has a class, and Mr. Karni has a dental appointment, and I wasn ' t fast enough with the excuses, so here
I am.
The subject committee worked with those professors
that were critical of the last slate.
Specifically, we
have worked closely with Professor Jespersen.
We believe
our new recommendations will take care of most of the
criticisms.
We have redone what you asked us to do, and
we have also named replacements for professors on other
committees, who have declined because of sabbatical,
departures, friendly or otherwise.
The Athletic Council, Robert Jespersen, Lorain Diehm,
Joe Martinez, Alfred Parker, Brooke Smith, and Betty
Martin-Smith.
We are requesting that the group recommend its
own chairman to the subcommittee.
Continuing Education,
a replacement, Beverly Vogel, from Curricula.

9/10 / 74, p. 10

HEADY

Who is she replacing?

JARAMILLO
.,

She is replacing Rupert Trujillo.

Curricula, John Gluck, from Psychology, replacing
Spolsky from Anthropology .
Dodd Bogart, from Sociology, replacing Professor
Merkx.
The Graduate Committee, William Fishburn, Education.
Sei Tokuda, Medicine, replacing Goldberg.
The Library Committee, Fred Warner, English,
replacing McPherson, English.
The University Press, David Hamilton, Economics ,
replacing Pedro David, Sociology. William Roberts, fr om
Modern and Classical Language, replacing Ellis, from Ar t .
The ISRAD Executive Committee, William Gross, from
English, replacing Glen Whan, from Engineering. And Do dd
Bogart from Sociology, replacing Woodhouse. The alternat e
is Sam Roll from Psychology, replacing Robert Sickles from
Political Science.
I move the adoption of these recommendations,
Mr. Chairman.
(Seconded.)
HEADY
You heard the recommendations and they
have been seconded. Is there any discussion?
Ready to vote. Those in favor please say "aye";
opposed "no." The motion is carried.
I want to congratulate you on your courage and your
success. You should report back to Professor Hillerman h ow
it is done.
Item seven is the proposal concerning amendment to
Faculty Constitution. Recognize Professor Re gener,
Chairman of the Faculty Policy Committee.
REGENER

Maybe I can do it from here.

It's shor t .

Proposed Amend
ment to Faculty Constitution re Mail
Ballot for
Votes on Amendments

C, ,.,,_,.,
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HEADY
from there.
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All right.

I think everyone can hear you

REGENER
Mr. President, this proposal was mailed
to the Faculty as part of page four of the agenda for
today.
It proposes to amend that part of the Faculty
Constitution that deals with amending the Faculty Constitution.
At the present time, amendments to the Faculty
Constitution go through this process -- and I am reading
from the first paragraph on page four of the agenda for
today.
"The Constitution may be amended by a
two-thirds vote of the Voting Faculty present
and voting and ratification by the Regents.
Amendments shall lie on the table for thirty
days before final action."
The proposed statement, as to amendments to the
Faculty Constitution, reads like this:
"This Constitution may be amended by a twothirds vote of those voting faculty members
responding to a mail ballot and subsequent
ratification by the Regents. Amendments shall
lie on the table for thirty days before submission
to Faculty vote by referendum."
Mr . President, on behalf of the Faculty Policy
Committee I move adoption of this proposal.
(Seconded twice.)
HEADY
The proposed amendment has been moved and
seconded.
It is my understanding that this is the first
time this has been before the Faculty, so that we cannot
take final action on it today.
It will lie on the table
and will be voted on at the next Faculty Meeting, assuming
that's thirty days from now.
It is, I believe, open for any discussion that the
Faculty may want to engage in today.
Professor Schmidt.
PROFESSOR SCHMIDT

I have one question and a point

'
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to make.
I wonder if the Policy Committee was divided in
its vote on this, if you know that? And I would like to
add a second point after that.
REGENER
Faculty Policy Committee voted unanimously
to present this matter to the Faculty today.
SCHMIDT
The thing that disturbs me about the
change -- and I am not sure which way I will vote, eventually, on voting on the issue -- is this, and I am sure
others have thought of it: if you make changes by means
of a mail ballot, this means that the kind of debate that
very often takes place here in the Faculty Meeting, and
which in some cases changes the minds of those who are
going to vote, may very well not play that traditional
role under the new change.
I can very well imagine people receiving a mail
ballot for a change, an amendment to the Constitution,
their having not attended any Faculty Meetings, their
not being particularly involved in debating the issue,
knowing what the pros and cons are on each side of it.
I think the effect of this is to erode the kind
of concern which I think people have who attend these
meetings , and try to become enlightened about issues and
then cast their ballot.
For this reason I have serious doubts as to whether
this is a wise change to make.
I merely like to share
those doubts with you , so that you can think about it,
them, before you vote next time.
HEADY

Professor Nason.

PROFESSOR NASON
Since I made the original proposition to the Faculty Policy Committee , I think I would
like to speak to Paul's objections.
I think we are confronted here with a case of
unplanned obsolescence. The present Faculty Constitution
was drafted,after all, in 1948, and was approved by the
Faculty and ratified by the Regents in ' 49, which happened
to be my second year of service at this institution. And
without getting into any silver-haired or quavery-voice
routine, I would recall that at that time I think the whole
College of Education , the entire Department of Modern

OP 9 1
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Classical Languages, and the Department of English were
all housed in Hodgin Hall, and you could announce a Faculty
Meeting in three buildings on this campus and get a quorum
in a half-hour.
Unfortunately, we haven't been that solicitous in
our turnout.
This is a most exceptional show of integrity
today.
It may be simply the newness of beginning of the
academic year, but I can recall twice that on two occasions
in the last six months, in which this Faculty couldn't
either muster a quorum or maintain a quorum in order to
finish its business, once it had been mustered.
So that in point of fact, we may find ourselves,
Paul, in a situation in which two-thirds of the meager
quorum -- and we are now talking about fifty-two point
eight people -- may pass an amendment to the Constitution
of the University of New Mexico Faculty Constitution.
My feeling is just a bit the opposite: to
with, I think the debate can take place as it is
place no~ when the proposition for the amendment
originally stated and not necessarily on the day
voting takes place.

begin
taking
is
when the

And secondly, I would like to point out that people,
as was the case with Professor Hillerman today, who should
have been here for his Policy Committee's statement, some
people are prevented from attending Faculty Meetings by
extremely legitimate reasons, class conflicts, afternoon
seminars, some instances in which administrative or
research concerns simply have to take precedence over a
given day over attendance to a Faculty Meeting.
In other words, there are a number of conflicts
that tend to disenfranchise people, and we have had abundant proof of that in recent meetings.
I would, therefore,
urge that we should not deny people the privilege of
voting on a constitutional amendment by the simple facts
of their being obligated to be elsewhere.
On the contrary, I would think that every member
of this Voting Faculty should have a right to vote on a
constitutional amendment, and that almost means per se,
a mail referendum ballot, and this is the thinking of
which went into the proposal which is before you.

O·""' :
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HEADY

Professor Hamilton.

PROFESSOR HAMILTON
Mr. President, this is a good
example, the advantage of discussing these things.
Professor Nason has just convinced me.
I would suggest,
then, since we are concerned about those who cannot attend
Faculty Meetings, that this amendment be referred back to
the Policy Committee to be designed in such a fashion
that it would provide for an absentee ballot for those that
could notl:e present, and that we would conduct a regular
voting ballot here and add the absentee ballot votes
toward that.
HEADY
Your motion is to refer the matter back to
the Faculty Policy Committee?
HAMILTON
Having them, with their infinite wisdom,
design an absentee ballot system to supplement the voting.
HEADY
The motion is to refer the matter to the
Faculty Policy Committee for the purposes of resubmission
of a plan that would provide for an absentee ballot,
rather than a mail referendum.
HAMILTON

In addition to that

PROFESSOR GREEN

Seconded.

HEADY
That motion to refer has been made and
seconded.
It's a debatable motion.
Professor Howarth.
I would like to support
PROFESSOR HOWARTH
Professor Hamilton's amendment.
Like him, I was persuaded by Professor Nason's
argument of our people that were unavoidably prevented
from coming to the Faculty Meeting.
But on the other
hand, I was not persuaded by his argument that it's
better to have decisions made by people who are not -of "sufficient integrity," I think were the words -who do not attend Faculty Meetings, but that decisions
be made by the people that do have the interest and
concern to come.
I think Professor Hamilton's motion would lead
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to getting the best of both worlds in this situation.
HEADY

Professor Green.

GREEN
For example, now, I think that one of the
things that should be considered is that when a debate
does take place, that we have not just the bare skeleton
which comes in the minutes, but a more complete presentation of tile different sides.

1

0

1

This is something that could be considered as part
of the referral plan to the Policy Committee, how to make
the different sides known, because I also frequently have
my mind changed according to the different arguments that
arise.
It is extremely important if we are to have a
functioning Faculty.
HEADY

Dean Wollman.

WOLLMAN
I would like to ask Professor Hamilton
how -- the method that he proposes would yield results
that are different from a straight mail ballot, when
there has been debating in the meeting preceding the
voting that takes place by mail .
If each ballot is weighted exactly the same way,
I think the results should be more or less the same.
HAMILTON
Well, I would presume that under this
present system where we bring it in now and vote at the
next meeting, that discussion is not precluded at the
next meeting.
So I am just trying to preserve an old honorable
Faculty custom of being able to debate at a moment's
notice at any time, and that we would have.
I think
that's the concern of these individuals,that we would
not be able to discuss it at the act of voting.
HEADY

Yes.

PROFESSOR MURPHY
Seems to me that a vote that
would be taken would logically follow whatever debate
had taken place, so two meetings are needed for debate,
then take a mail ballot.
I can ' t

see a complication of having voting

,.
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here and mail and all the machinery that would be necessary to set that up. Whatever you do, have the debate
and then if you have a mail ballot, have a mail ballot
when debate is finished.
HEADY

Professor Cohen.

PROFESSOR COHEN

j

I would like to oppose the amend-

ment.
HEADY

It's a motion to refer.

COHEN
I would like to oppose the motion to refer.
The right to vote depends upon a person's citizenship in a
body, and as a citizen of that body, he has the rig1t to
reject participation and deliberation. He has the right to
be unenlightened if he chooses.
I know of no electoral
process that makes some degree of participation, apart from
registering for voting, dependent on his willingness to
listen, his willingness to debate, or even his interest.
The right to vote comes from being a member of the
Faculty, and should not be denied by any other conditions.
HEADY

'

Professor Zepper.

PROFESSOR ZEPPER
Can we have a clarification by
the Faculty Policy Committee as to whether the constitutional amendment would have to be presented to the
University Faculty twice before the mail referendum? Is
that the intent of this motion, that it will have to go
following normal procedures being presented at one meeting
and at the second Faculty Meeting, and then the mail
referendum?
REGENER
That feature was not discussed at the
meeting of the Faculty Policy Committee.
I would have
personally, I would have assumed that matter comes to the
Faculty twice; first, and then after one month. And then
presumably, the rest of the Faculty that has to vote by
the mail ballot would have to be notified of wh~ t happened
during the second meeting.
GREEN

That's not what that says.

REGENER
It's not? Well, it wasn't dis ussed in
the Faculty Policy Committee. My presumption would be

~

-
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that it would lie on the table for thirty days and at the
But
end of that period, it would be discussed here again.
I may be wrong on that.
HEADY

Professor Skoglund.

SKOGLUND
I am in favor of the intent of the
motion, but I oppose it because I think t h is idea of an
absentee ballot is a very awkward way to do business.
I think the only balloting should be done by mail.
That is only in one way. And after this motion is resolved, I think a substitute motion might be in order.
HEADY

Further discussion?

Professor Prouse.

PROFESSOR PROUSE
I would like to oppose
Professor Hamilton's motion.
In the first place, it seems
to me that a total of absentee ballots plus ballots in
presence, is really no different from everyone voting in
a referendum.
In any event, the proposed amendment of the Policy
Committee provides for the same thirty-day waiting period
during which presumably professors would discuss the
proposed amendment among themselves in departments and
colleges and anywhere else they wishes.
In a sense, the thirty-day provision is a warning
to get oneself informed, and it seems to me that I agree
with the speaker who said that the absentee ballot provision would be extremely awkward.
I see really no substantive difference in an
absentee ballot on a separate referendum.
HEADY
Is there any further discussion on the
motion to refer? If not
REGENER
I think there would be some merit in
clarifying as to whether there is to be a second Faculty
Meeting before the matter is sent out to mail referendum.
That much, I think, needs to be clarified.
HEADY
Well, I think that is a separate issue than
the motion to refer that is before us now.
If there is no further discussion on that, t h ose

c .: ;33
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in favor of the motion to refer, please say "aye"; opposed
"no." The motion is lost.
Professor Schmidt.
SCHMIDT
I would like to try an amendment to make
explicit the points Professor Zepper has brought up, and
I suggest the insertion of the following:
In the third line after the first word "ballot,"
to insert the phrase, "after presentation twice to the
Faculty for debate on subsequent months," so· that it
would then read to take care of this point that something
might be done by mail ballot without ever being debated
here.
"This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds
vote of those Faculty members responding to a mail ballot,
after presentation twice to the Faculty for debate on subsequent months, . and subsequent ratification by the Regents."
PROUSE
HEADY

Point of clarification, Mr. President.
Yes.

First, let's see if there's a second.

(Seconded.)
HEADY

It's been seconded.

Professor Prouse.

PROUSE
Is it your intention to alter, really, in
effect, the lying on the table for thirty days t o sixty
days? That is what the effect would be.
SCHMIDT
No, I meant to have the same thi r ty-day
provision. Perhaps a change of wording is in order.
I
thought twice on subsequent months was first month, and
then the second month is what I intended.
PROUSE
SKOGLUND
DURRIE

Then the debate?
That doesn't imply sixty days?
Thirty.

HEADY
Just for clarification, Professor Schmidt,
your proposed amendment inserts language, it does not
make any change in the last sentence, is that correct?

,,.
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SCHMIDT
HEADY

Right.
Are you clear about the proposed amendment?

Professor Nason.
NASON
I just wanted to be sure of Professor
Schmidt's intention . As I understand it now, the vote
would come on the thirty-first d a y , is that true? It
could be proposals debated thirty days later, and a mail
r e ferendum could be put in force immediately thereafter.
SCHMIDT
HEADY

See
So it could be in thirty-one or thirty-two

days?
SCHMIDT
HEADY

Yes.
Professor Regener.

REGENER
I would oppose t h at portion, because then
amendments which would be introduced at t h e second Faculty
Meeting could not even be communicated to the rest of the
Faculty. Amendments adopted at the second session, at the
second reading of the proposal. And the second reading
has the purpose of allowing amendment to the original
motion, so the second meeting should have t he effect of
permitting amendments and then there should be a lapse of
time to notify the Faculty as to what has been -- as to
the wording of the original motion as amended at the
second meeting.
Otherwise
SCHMIDT
Mr. President, this is my intention -I think it is only Professor Nason's last comment t h at
perhaps caused the trouble there in whic h the one-day
p e riod might not allow enough t i me for t h ose voting by
ma il to be informed of the amendments made at that second
meeting.
HEADY
Your understanding of the intent would b e
that a sufficient time would elap se to inform thos e who
would be voting in a mail r e ferendum.
Is there further discussion on the proposed
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amendment?

Professor Green.

GREEN
A small point, but on subsequent month s or
subsequent meetings, we don't meet every month . Would you
like to change that?
SCHMIDT
Well, supposedly we do mee t every month,
except for over the long Christmas holiday. But "subsequent meetings" is okay by me.
HEADY

Are you changing your amendment to --

SCHMIDT
I tend to agree with Professor Green.
don't see any great issue one way or the other.

I

HEADY
I think we should clarify what wording is
before the Faculty to act on. If you wish to change to -change the language with consent of your seconder, we can
do it. Otherwise, it is as you originally proposed it.
REGENER
by "meetings."
SCHMIDT
HEADY

I move that the word "months" be replaced

I second it.
I am not sure who the seconder was.

I think what you have to say is "subsequent
GREEN
meetings at least one month apart." You know, there are
times that we have meetings every week.
HEADY
language?
SCHMIDT

Do you wish to accept that additional

Yes, I do, sir.

HEADY
All right.
I think I will ask the Secretary
if he can now read the language as it is now before u s.
DURRIE
After t he third line in the proposed amendment, after the word "ballot," insert these words: "After
presentation twice to the Faculty for debate in subsequent
meetings."
GREEN
DURRIE

At least thirty days.
"At least thirty days apart."

Now, suppose

,n. ...-. ),...
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just for instance, I think the
coming the .. aecond Tuesday would
ninth. Does that mean that we
meeting then, but have to wait
is -REGENER

next -- the October meeting
be something like October
are not able to have a
until another week, what

Four weeks instead of one month would do

it.
HEADY
Do you wish to substitute "four weeks" for
"thirty days"? Professor Schmidt.
I feel like an auctioneer up here.
SCHMIDT
Mr. President, seems to me the mechanics
of this can be worked out if the intent of the motion is
clear. The Policy Committee can easily rephrase it.
REGENER

We dont' get it back for thirty days now.

HEADY
We do have the opportunity at the next
meeting to refine it, but if we are going to change the
proposal that is before us today, if we are going to change
it today, then I think we should decide exactly how we are
changing it, today.
SCHMIDT
DORRIE

Four weeks.
"Four weeks" is much better.

HEADY
All right. Do you have the language, then,
with "at least four weeks apart"?
REGENER
Mr. President, if we now have inserted
"four weeks," then the "thirty days" in the last line
should be -- the whole last sentence could be removed, I
believe, altogether, because otherwise we have a conflict
between "four weeks" and "thirty d ays." Th at doesn't
quite
DORRIE

"Lie on the table for at l east four weeks."

HEADY
This is the suggestion, that the last sentence be deleted entirely. Do you want to add that to
your amendment or leave it for later disposition?
SCHMIDT

I will add it.

)

rt ,,. ") ~'.'
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HEADY
All right.
The amendment is to insert language that you have heard in line three, and to delete all
of the last sentence.
Is there further discussion?
Professor Prouse.
PROUSE
Yes, sir. What happens to the language
"before submission to Faculty vote by referendum"?
HEADY

That language disappears.

PROUSE

That's what I am worried about.

SCHMIDT
Professor Prouse, it is still covered in
the first sentence, mail ballot.
DURRIE

I don't think you need it.

PROUSE
Well, if we get it in the minutes, I guess
the legal point is made.
HEADY

Professor Peters.

PETERS
I would like to know if that's presented,
going to be presented to the Faculty twice, because I
heard some talk about amending an amendment, or changing
the wording between the first and second meeting .
HEADY
Perhaps I could comment on that.
I have
ruled in the past, I believe, that minor amendments could
be made in a proposed amendment to the Constitution, as
long as they dealt with details rath er than the substance
of the proposal.
So there would have to be an element of judgment
on the part of the presiding officer, which then could be
reconsidered by the Faculty if it wishes .
It would be a situation that you could
PETERS
rule where there was a material change and, t h erefore, this
couldn't be done.
HEADY
amendment?
Yes.

Yes.

Is there further discussion on the

Would you identify yourself?

PROFESSOR SELBY

Selby.

There 's a pos sibility of
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there sometimes being a special meeting called, as rare as
it is, in the Faculty. Would the time limit then preclude
the possibility of taking any action on the amendment type
of thing at subsequent meetings?
HEADY
My understanding is that it would just -as the previous provision requires a thirty-day interval
between such meetings.
Professor Prouse.

;.

PROUSE
I think we are just unnecessarily complicating the procedure. We already have in our Faculty
operation a rather clinky machine. We would presume, I
suppose, that any amendments to the Constitution, which
is not likely to occur very frequently, will have already
come through the Faculty Policy organization anyway, as
this one has through the Faculty Policy Committee, and
undergone study.
We have an opportunity at the Faculty Meeting to
enter objections or offer amendments, all of by which we
have thirty days to study it and decide whether we like
it or not. The people need to amend something severly,
I think the only opportunities for them, then, is to vote
"no . "
HEADY
Are you ready to vote on the amendment?
Those in favor of the proposed amendment please say "aye";
opposed "no." The motion is -- the amendment is carried.
Is there further discussion on the proposed amendment, with that amendment? If not, the proposed amendment
to the Constitution, with this amendment we have adopted,
will lie on the table and will be on the agenda at the
October meeting for final action.
GREEN

Point of information.

HEADY

Professor Green.

GREEN
What is the situation with regard to reproducing and distributing argument by individual Faculty
members with regard to, say, an amendment of this kind?
Do we have a policy in that regard?
DORRIE

No.
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HEADY
The Secretary says we do not have such a
policy.
I do not know of such a policy. We have not, on
proposed Constitutional amendments or other issues,
ordinarily tried to circulate beforehand arguments equally
balanced, as far as number and so on, on both sides.
GREEN
Well, inasmuch a s we do seem to be going to
the mail ballot, I do think there should be an attempt to
get more complete arguments -- or not more complete, we
should try to get complete arguments on the different sides
involved.
In the past, the various committees have used their
function and distribution facilities of the University to
present committee meetings to the Faculty. Will it be
possible to extend this in some way to include individual
Faculty members?
HEADY
My understanding is that the University
mail facilities have been made available to distribution
of statements by Faculty members or groups of Faculty
members, isn't that correct?
DORRIE
HEADY

Yes.
So that option is open.

Now, I think the question you are raising is whether
the Secretary of the Faculty should, and if so, how, try
to distribute arguments pro and con on proposed constitutional amendments, in addition t o whatever is in the
summarized minutes of the meeting at which discussion
took place, which I believe should be expected to reach
Faculty members prior to the next meeting.
GREEN
I think this could be resolved. We can
refer this matter to the Policy Committee as part of the
original amendment, and this could be done by any Faculty
member at any time.
So I would refer this to the Policy Committee to
see about getting argument, what steps should be taken
so that the Faculty as a whole is aware of the range of
arguments involved in a particular question.
HEADY
If there is no objection, we will ask the
Faculty Policy Committee to consider this point prior to
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the next meeting, and make any recommendation on it t h at
it may wish.
Is that your intent?
GREEN

Thank you.

REGENER
May I ask for clarification? Do you
intend to have remarks made in t h e Faculty Meeting dis t ributed, or remarks that are -- or thoughts t h at came to you
in the meantime?
GREEN
I think t h is is the subject that the Policy
Committee should study . We shouldn't take the time to
resolve it here.
HEADY
I assume you will be invited to confer with
the Policy Committee on that.
Item eigh t is granting of credit for College-Lev el
Examination Program, the General Examinations, and I wi l l
recognize Dean Weaver for the Entrance and Credits
Committee. There is a statement attached to the material
distributed to you on this matter, on pages five and six.
DEAN WEAVER
Mr. President, I can only hope t h at
this proposal has aged well, because it's been before us
a number of times without resolve, and I certainly hope
that all of you might now have had the opportunity to
review it at least once.
On behalf of the Committee on Entrance and Credits,
I would like to move that it be adopted with some
urgency, but I would like to make a few clarify ing commen ts.
HEADY
Let's get the motion before us.
moving adoption of it?

You are

WEAVER
The awarding of credit for the CollegeLevel Examination Program.
HEADY

Is there a second?

(Seconded. )
HEADY
discussion.
WEAVER

I will recognize Dean Weaver for opening

Many of you will be involved in the

College- Level
Ex a mina tion
Progra m (CLEP)
Ge n eral Examina tions
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College-Level Examination Program here or at other institutions. Here, we have had a policy of accepting credit
in the subject matter tests . which are related to specific
courses, but not for the General Examinations, which is a
national program of examinations, and it is generally
taken before enrollment rather than after.
Let's say in comparison with challenge exams here.
Also, an i mportant note is that this program in
the next year to two years is going to be merged with the
Advanced Placement Program of the College-Level Examination
Program. CLEP was originally designed for the adult who
had a nontraditional background and wished to establish
college credit. Advancement was basically for the sixteen, seventeen, eighteen-year-old who is the product of
honor courses in high school. Now the two groups are
coming together under one program.
One of the areas of concern, perhaps t he most important implication h~re .of, our not having adopted CLEP,
General Examination policy previously, is the si g nificant
disadvantage UNM is placed in in recruiting and holding
good students.
I hate to talk about New Mexico State and schools
down theroad, but they will award as much as thirty hours
of credit to a student who performs satisfactorily on the
CLEP generals, and this is a goodly amount of advanced
standing. It is also quite a tuition saver. So we are
not very competitive in that regard.
Also, UNM is a test center for CLEP, very much like
it's a test center for the ACT and other examinations that
pertain to college admission or evaluation. The CLEP
generals are normally administered in two one-half-day
sessions. The student can take one for fifteen dollars,
or if he decides to take two or more, the fee is thirty
dollars.
Other members of the Committee on Entrance and
Credits who worked on this proposal over a number of
months, are present. I think the ._.testing division representative is also present, so that if there are questions
we would be more than happy to try to answer them.
HEADY

The motion is as appears on page five, to
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accept the recommendation of the Committee on Entrance and
Credits, that the University Faculty approve for granting
up to thirty semester hours for satisfactory completion of
College- Leval Examination Program general examinations.
Is there discussion or any questions?
you ready to vote?

If not, are

Would you identify yourself?
PROFESSOR NORDHAUS
Nordhaus .
If this is approved,
how long would it take to implement, immediately?
HEADY

Professor Howarth .

HOWARTH
I certainly don't want to oppose this
motion, because I think that adopting this would be of
value to many individual students.
I would, however, like
to point out that what we are doing by doing this, is
moving another step towards emphasizing the fact that this
is an institution for certification rather than an educational institution.
HEADY

Excuse me.

Mr. Homestead.

PROFESSOR HOMESTEAD
I am not thoroughly familiar
with this .
I think it is of such a tremendous nature that
one ought not to vote on it today.
HEADY
I might point out this has been on the
Faculty agenda since last April.
HOMESTEAD
Well, I missed that, so if I am the lone
wolf about being not adequately informed, I will withdraw.
I was go i ng to suggest that possibly delaying this
HEADY
It really has been on the agenda at least
twice previously, and we have not had time to get to it .
And as Dean Weaver has said, I think it is quite important
that we make a decision, whatever it be, on this .
Further discussion.
FACULTY MEMBER
Mr. President, what is the
rationale for the establishment of thirty?
HEADY

Do you want to respond to that, Dean Weaver?
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WEAVER
There are five areas that the test covers;
English Composition, Humanities, Mathematics, Natural
Sciences, and Social Sciences and History . And normally
a semester calendar school, since there have been five
tests and in terms of the material covered in them,
consider them a six-credit-hour value.
Item by item, six times five is thirty, or a
quarter school, it would be forty credits or the equivalent
of a year's work, and that's it.
FACULTY MEMBER
The only rationale that we heard was
New Mexico State was giving thirty, and I thought if we
were going to do it, why just thirty?
WEAVER
This is what the College-Level Examination
Program advisory boards pretty much write down.
HEADY

Further discussion?

Dean Benedetti.

BENEDETTI
To avoid any possible misunderstanding,
I wonder if i t might not be advisable to insert in this
critical sense, "The Committee on Entrance and Credits
recommends to the University Faculty approval of granting
up to thirty semester hours," at that point to insert, "of
undergraduate credit."
Would i t be appropriate to make that in the form of
a motion? If so, I so move.

HEADY

It ' s moved and

is there a second?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the words
"of undergraduate credit" be inserted after "thirty
semester hours." Is there discussion on the amendment?
Do you have a comment on that?
WEAVER
clarifies it.

No.

That's fine with me.

I think that

HEADY
I assume that you are speaking for the
Committee on that.
If -- is there anyone else on the
Committee on Entrance and Credits that feels differently?
Professor Hoyt.
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PROFESSOR HOYT
I am not sure whether I -- this
may be in here and I have missed it , but is it clear that
this is a - - this examination applies to work before they
come to college?
What I am thinking about is there might be a student
who has been here for his freshman year, and then he takes
the exam , and he wants to get thirty hours credit for
taking the examination.
HEADY
If you don ' t mind, Professor Hoyt, since I
don't think that is pertinent to this proposed amendment,
let's dispose of it first .
Is there any further discussion on the proposal to
insert the words "of undergraduate credit"? Those in favor
of that amendment please say "aye"; opposed "no." The
motion is carried.
Now , Professor Hoyt.
HOYT
was making?

Dean Weaver, did you hear the point that I
Could you respond to it?

WEAVER
Yes. You know, I said generally CLEP is
before enrollment tests . Of course, there are occasions
where CLEP can be taken after college entrance , but, of
course , not in an area that they have already completed
courses in .
It would be comparable to the Challenge Exams or
the departmental exams to establish credit.
HEADY
take the CLEP
WEAVER
HEADY
WEAVER
HEADY

But is the answer that it is possible to

It would be possible, yes.
-- after the individual is a student?
That ' s right.
Professor Morrison.

PROFESSOR MORRISON
I am concerned about whether
it creates the possibility of duplicate credit for the
same thing; having taken the CLEP examination in algebra,
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enroll in the course of algebra and get three more hours
of credit.
WEAVER
You would not be able to take the math area
test under those circumstances, if they had already been
enrolled and awarded credit.
j

MORRISON
Well, reverse, before enrolling , take
the College-Level Examination Program examination and get
three hours in math, and I enter the University and get
three more hours of credit.
WEAVER

Quite possibly.

HEADY
Isn't there some equivalency between the
CLEP subject matter and course work offered at the
University?
WEAVER
The subject matter tests are course
oriented tests
I mean, if you have business law, 307,
the instructor or the department heads have determined
that this test is equivalent to that course, and if it's
above the fortieth or sixty-fifth percentile, whatever,
credit will be awarded.
With the Generals, you would be looking on a range
of two hundred to eight hundred per test, a cutoff of at
least five hundred -- it could also -- individuals could
also be more closely examined since we are gathering
together all of these other credentials related to
admission, anyhow -- of what their enrollment experience
is in courses so that the duplicate credit question could
be minimized.
HEADY

Professor Koschrnann.

PROFESSOR KOSCHMANN
Would it be appropriate to
include a statement that this credit is subject to the
approval of the degree-granting college? I can see, for
example, the same question that Don raised about math.
In Engineering, it would be six hours of
mathematics that permitted them to skip a couple of math
courses . That's fine, but if they still had to start in
with the ordinary math 162, for our students we would have
essentially no place to use six credits in our program .
ZEPPER

We discussed this in the committee that

,..
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looked at this, and if you look there you will note that
this case credit concerned during examination would apply
to a group or general for undergraduate. And just as any
transfer credits corning in, each college in each degree
program has the right to accept how much of that they will
use toward their graduation requirements, and we consider
that this would be no different from the transfer credits.
HEADY

Professor Murphy.

MURPHY
Do I understand, then, that the individual
department would approve whatever course they thought was
suitable to cover this same material?
ZEPPER

Of the general appointment for that.

MURPHY
In other words, the individual departments
would retain the option of whether or not to grant equivalent credit for a particular course?
ZEPPER
HEADY

Yes.
Vice-President Travelstead.

VICE-PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
Maybe that question
needs to be answered.
I want to speak to another point,
beyond
HEADY
Is there any other comment on this point
that Professor Murphy was just raising?
TRAVELSTEAD
I guess what I was going to say does
have something to do with it.
It seems to me, Mr. Weaver, that the experiences
of the College-Level Examination Program has been not to
over-credit -- I give a positive answer
it's not to
give the people the opportunity to pile up credit.
I would like to respond to what Mr. Howarth said.
I think rather than calling this a step towards certification rather than education, John, it's recognition that
young people do, indeed, learn different things in different ways in different places at different times, and if in
a college university we assume that can only happen by
sitting eighteen weeks in a classroom, I would say many
people feel that is a ratner narrow view.
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This is merely an opportunity to let persons who are
well traveled, who have studied -- especially in certain
areas -- without credit, to show this University that they,
indeed, do know most of what would be an insert of our
educational requirements.

C:.

J v

So I view it, rather than being a narrow certification, maybe opening doors in a little additional way. And
I think the point about duplication of credit is important,
and I think colleges and departments ought to have the
right to determine that's not building up sixty credits,
for example, and thirty hours of work done here within the
same.
And I think that is the experience of College-Level
Examination Program, as I understand it, and I do support
this step being taken.

v.i

HEADY

Professor Skoglund.

SKOGLUND
In view of Professor Koschmann's comment
and those of Dean Travelstead, I move an amendment that
acceptance of this credit towards the degree be subject
to approval of the pertinent college.
HEADY

Is there a second?

I don't hear a second.

(Seconded. )
HEADY

All right, it's been moved and seconded.

I guess we could do this by adding at the end, a
comma, and then "subject to approval by the degree-granting
college." Would that meet
SKOGLUND
TRAVELSTEAD
HEADY

Correct.
May I ask a question?

We have a debate on the amendment now.

TRAVELSTEAD
Yes.
I want to get clarification of
Mr. Weaver. If this is passed -- and I am not speaking
for it or against it -- how would it affect -- how would
it affect the implementation as far as your office and a
given student?
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WEAVER
I was going to s p eak to t h e amendment a n yhow.
I certainly understand the sense of t h e amendment,
but I am concerned from the standpoint of our experience
in some departments with the CLEP subject matter examinations as well as our historic experience with the advanc ed
placement, where we make rather positive statements in
the catalogue. It becomes a college and / or a departmental
matter and then credits it in all -- well, at the end, is
not awarded.
There's quite a bit of bureaucracy inv olved from
the receipt of the test until it f i l ters down to the
person making the decision.
Not that this wouldn't wor k ,
but I think it would slow down the implementation a bit.
But it could still be accomplished.
HEADY

Professor Zavadil.

PROFESSOR ZAVADIL
Two points; one, a transfer
student from New Mexico State came to my office at the
beginning of this semester to ask what a five two eight in
English was worth, and I didn't know. And the next time
that question comes up, I will know.
So some of these comments about equivalents is
important.
Secondly, we have had some trouble with the subject
matter test in English, for two reasons. One, there ar e
two parts to the test, one is objectively graded, the
other is an essay, and we care a lot about writing, and
it's been the fact that we require the writing. ~ .That h as
led to a lot of troubles with t h e mails, I mean
m-a-i-1-s.
The addition~ question and problem we have had is
with the cutoff score.
It's been very hard to get t h at
changed. The University set fort y -five as t h e cutoff
score; we have been unhappy with t h at for a year-and-ahalf, so if that ' s built into this p roposa l, I woul d
strongly urge t -1at it be some11ow handled in a different
way .
I don't trust n ational figures any more.
Fi fty perce nt of the s o phomores in the nation may
be abl e to g et a f ive h undred . Frankl y , it d oesn' t prove
a nyt h ing to me. So I am concerned about t h is question of
equiv alence, a nd I h a ve reluctanc e about any carte b lanche
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given to the registration -- I mean to the Office of
Admissions on tests like th.is, when I know from our experience we have had a lot of little problems that have got in
the way of our being able to say, "Yes, that's a good
program, the students who do well in it know what they
tl1ink they should know in order to proceed further in our
curr ic ul urn. 11
HEADY

Professor Jonas.

PROFESSOR JONAS

Mr. President

HEADY
Excuse me a minute.
to the question there?

Do you want to respond

WEAVER
Doctor Zavadil, many schools are using,
011, between four thirty, four sixty, so a five hundred
cutoff is above the normal.
Also, part of this proposal involves building up
some experience here and developing our own norm sot· at
we might know better in two to three years, and then t h e
five hundred or whatever was adopted would be subject to
that experience.
HEADY

Professor Jonas.

JONAS
What I do not see is the inconsistency of
this kind of proposition, because if we are going along
with the idea that various kinds of knowledge can be outside of the University, it's a very fine idea, and it may
be as it is proposed.
However, in this case, 10w can we put various kinds
of limits only for thirty hours, and excluding various
kinds of graduate courses, if we are accepting this kind
of philosophy? Then we should go along with it, and let
an individual corning here and saying, "I am an operating
surgeon, would you please give me a degree because I am
able to prove my skill."
I feel that this kind of blanket proposition is
totally wrong for an academic institution, and we are
cutting t1e trees under us.
However, some cases may exist that some special
consideration should be made, but these can be made at
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the department level and the instructor level : "Do not
waste your time to be here in my class, I am exempting
you . " But to give for that a carte blanche proposition
for the whole University, I honestly feel t1at we are
going in tne wrong direction.
HEADY
May I remind you that we are now debating
the amendment to add language at the end, subject to
approval of the degree- granting college.
I would ask for
discussion on that point now .
Professor Green.
GREEN
This is an important point because actually
the colleges are responsible for establishing the group
requirements, so I don't think the Faculty as a whole
could put a blanket waiver in.
Further discussion on the amendment.
HEADY
Professor Norman .
I listened very carefully to tne
PROFESSOR NORMAN
discussion . Mr. Howarth talked about certification rather
than education, and we have the w1ole problem of this
amendment of degree- granting colleges being involved.
Professor Jonas sees objection and so on.
I think we can tie all of t1ese objections together
and boil it down to one thing , and that is that I believe
that most of the Faculty - - and I don ' t say t i s in any
majoral sense whatsoever -- is quite ignorant of what is
in the College- Level Examination Program examinations.
We talk about them as kin of an abstract thing, a
test .
I would urge the members of the Faculty and tuose
who really feel about t is thing, to look at t ·1e CLEP, as
I have in my own field, and I have certified that my
senior level course is a person that can pass that examination satisfactorily can get credit for the course .
I f you look at t e examinations and then judge for
yourselves , you can see w 1at t;1ey involve, and t, en this
whole question of the cutting off scores and whether we
are certifying rather than educating -- and Dean Travelstead
points in time serving or place serving concept of the
educat ion wo uld ten fall in place .
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I can only urge the Faculty to look at t1ese
things.
Regarding Professor Jonas' objection where we
pick an arbitrary limit of thirty, we have all sorts of
limitations . We make a student spend one year physically
in tne place, so you have to have a senior residency
requirement.
You have to have some upper hours, so it
isn't any different from all that stuff.
I want to say one thing finally.
I have had the
experience of going through about a dozen or so college
catalogues, and practically every institution is well
ahead of us in its acceptance of CLEP, not only New
Mexico State but institutions which I would consider of
if you pardon my saying "of superior academic quality to
ours" -- do accept CLEP and accept it in a reasonable
manner.
HEADY

Dean Huber.

HUBER
Mr. President, members of the Faculty, I
think this is germane to the amendment, but if not, why,
let me know.
Along the lines of Professor Norman's remarks, I
must say that many of us, I have a feeling, are not
familiar with the content o f t e examination. You have
not looked at it and, therefore, we have some reservations
with regard to what it might relate to.
I do not believe that we should take one of the two
positions that many schools across the nation have taken.
As pointed out in the minutes, or your agenda, better
than a thousand schools, many of them very reputable, are
offering CLEP credit. No one is saying any students will
get all thirty hours.
If he only takes one of the five
examinations, say the English, he would come up with six
hour of English credit.
Now, some schools are taking it as straight credit
across the board, not applicable to any ot~er courses, and
that way you could get a duplicate. Ot1er schools that
feel it was a meritorious kind of operation will have the
report in the areas concerned, examine the e xaminations,
and, for instance, in the area of English w~ere the English
Department, too, finds that the examination did , indeed,
at a five hundred level or above, equate to Englis~ 101
and 102, one would provide that the students had six hours
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of English credit, CR, the equivalent of English 101 and
102.
Th e student would not be able to take 101 and 102
and get credit.
Now, as I say, I believe
approached it this way might be
answering those of you who fear
for thirty hours by duplicating

the schools that have
in the best position in
you could get sixty hours
the work.

One other point, and that is that the five hundred
study score, after I had examined -- and this has been a
full year ago when Doctor James Moore, then the testing
division director, and myself -- looked at this examina tion for the ENC Committee and came in with a recommendation, t h e entire list of schools that were reported in the
documentation, I didn't find a one who required a five
hundred cutoff test score for the credit. They were all
below it, and many of them considerably below it, because
they had done their own norming with the grades passed out
for the equivalent courses at that institution, after the
students had taken those courses and then took the examination.
This is the essence of the norming proposal over
the next two to three years, because I have a feeling that
were we to take some of the courses that they might be
equated to, that is the examinations, that we would probably end up saying the equivalent of a "C" or better at
UNM would be three hundred and fifty.
HEADY

Is there further discussion on the amend-

ment?
PROFESSOR GALLACHER
ment of English.

Professor Gallacher, Depart-

I am concerned that the individual departments may
lose control in a situation like this, as Professor
Zavadil said, and I wonder if there isn't some way in
allowing the individual department to somehow restructure
the norms or to state their own qualifications or their
own responses to this test?
If, as the ame ndment states, the college is going
to be in control of this, then it's taken out of the hands
of the department and members of the department who are,
after all, responsible to the University for giving certain
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kinds of training, are somehow then disenfranchised.
cannot really properly do their work.

They

So I don't know. Perhaps after this amendment is
voted on, perhaps some adjustment in regard to the role of
the department should be taken into consideration.
HEADY

Further discussion on the amendment?

Yes,

sir.
SELBY
In line with Professor Huber's remarks in
regard to the general lack of information about this kind
of testing, I would offer a concrete example of the kins
of overlapping that someone else had mentioned, since I
have a specific student in mind who had taJren psychology
special communication type of courses, and then took a
CLEP test for Human Growth and Development and passed it
very easily.
There was obviously overlapping material in this
case. Perhaps if it's possible to do that and our courses
are so structured, they should have that opportunity.
HEADY

Ready to vote on the amendment?

Professor Skoglund.
SKOGLUND
I just want to emphasize that the problems that have been raised by several of the speakers
would be taken care of by the amendment.
The recent comment that this should be at a departmental level, the amendment does not prevent that.
In
fact, it almost guarantees it, because the reason for
putting it in the hands of the college is that this is our
present administrative structure, and certainly the dean
of the college does not make decisions without -decisions about departmental matters without consulting
with thedepartment.
HEADY

Are you ready to vote on the amendment?

(Calling for the question.)
HEADY

Dean Benedetti.

BENEDETTI

Would CLEP credit be counted toward
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major requirements?

ment.
ment.

HEADY
I don't think that's pertinent to the amendIf you want to ask it after we vote on the amend-

Are you ready to vote? The amendment would add the
words "subject to approval by the degree-granting college"
to the language that app ears in t h e third paragraph on
page five.
Those in favor of the amendment please say
"ay e"; opposed "no." I think the amendment passed. We
will have a division if anyone asks for it.
If not, I will
rule the amendment was adopted.
Is there discussion on the pro position .as a mend ed?
Professor Howarth .
HOWARTH
I would like to comment briefly on what
Vice-President Travelstead said.
First, I emphasize that
I support this proposition and I agree with Mr. Travelstead
that there are many ways in which students can have educational experiences; perhaps more valuable ones than they
can in this institution.
There are many cases of this
going on now.
I am sure there are many programs in many
departments that students are doing things in problems
courses or independent study or whatever, and they are
getting University credit where the only real interaction
requirement that the student pays tuition and someone signs
a grade slip that he has done work outside the University.
I think this is a good thing within the limits of
the system, even though it is a rather bizarre practice as
we see ourselves as an educational institution. All of
these things arise because of our commitment of this rather
bizarre practice of giving a degree if you collect a
hundred and twenty-eight brownie points, and this all leads
to this discussion for the last twenty minutes which I
submit has nothing at all to do with education.
HEADY
Are you ready to vote on the proposition as
amended? Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed "no."
The motion is carried, with two amendments.
Next is institution of a test requirement for
all graduating seniors. There's also a statement attached
on that.
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REGENER
HEADY

Mr. President, I have a point of order.
What is your point of order?

te>1 tlre --r~sk-forc

h
REGENER
Te
was on the May
agenda, and we didn't get to it.
I wo~~~ ~ t h at
we have .:t::~en care of
fifty percentA
Mr . Weaver
s t a r t e d ~ that we might start on the
Tenure Task
Force?

Order of
Agenda Changed

HEADY
You could certainly make a mo tion to amend
the order of the agenda if you wish to do so, or if there
is no objection, we could do that.
PROFESSOR LOGAN

I move that we -.a mend it .

HAMILTON
Mr. Chairman, I think the Tenure is of
such an i mportance that perhaps a full meeting of this
Faculty should be devoted to it. I cannot see at this hour,
at four thirty, that we would have time to go in all the
details that would be brought up, and I would propose that
we call a special Faculty Meeting next Tuesday to discuss
that issue alone.
HEADY
Well, I think right now we s hould dispose
of the order in which we want to take up matters , because
unless there is a motion to change the order, we will proceed with item nine.
Did someone make such a motion?
LOGAN

I did.

HEADY
Professor Logan moves that we take up
number ten next, rather than number nine.
(Seconded.)
HEADY
It has been seconded.
Is there discussion?
Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed "no." I think the
motion is carried. Do you want a division?
We will proceed, then, with discussion of agenda
item ten, Recommendations of Tenure Task Force concerning
"A Tenure Position Plan for UNM." Vice-President
Travelstead.

Recommendati ons
of Tenure Task
Force Concerning A Tenure
Position Plan
for UNM
11

11
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TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. President, members of the Faculty,
I am inclined to agree with Professor Hamilton about the
attention that this topic will take.
On the other hand, I am quite willing to proceed and
go as far as we can today, and I expect to give it full
consideration.
It probably will take some more time.
I
will make the best use of the time that I can.
I think it is important
bit of the background, some of
of which some of you know, but
in your information about what

that we know just a little
which some of you know, all
there are gaps,I am sure,
leads us to this topic today.

As a matter of fact, it was on the May agenda, as
most of you know, and that was after some earlier consideration.
This whole topic came up I think as a direct result
of the awareness of the implication of a leveling-off in
college and university enrollment, and I won't belabor
that point.
It's taking place in this state, it 1 s a
nation-wide trend, and particularly because of the way in
which we are funded in this state, this becomes all the
more acute.
That, and related matters, I think, brought this
topic to the attention of a number of groups, individual
Faculty members, Faculty committees, departmental concern
about not getting new Faculty members, and that took
place in '72-'72, and '72-'73. Even some of this was
predicted earlier.
Now, in the discussion I am sure we will come to a
challenge of some of these assumptions and predictions,
and I am not ruling that out.
I am saying that's what
caused this to be started.
The -- early in '73 a discussion took place about
certain aspects of this, and I won't repeat all those now,
except no action was taken on this matter in the spring of
'73. And I agreed with the Policy Committee and we agreed
in the several groups concerned that this whole matter
would be studied carefully during '73-'74.
In May of '73, about that time, Mr. Durrie, I think,
the Regents appointed a task force made up of the following
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people: two Regents, Regent Horn and Regent Mapel; three
members of the Administration, the President , VicePresident Perovich, and myself; and three Faculty members,
one each chosen from the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee, the AAUP, and the Faculty Policy Committee.
They were Professor Paul Davis of English, Professor
Harold Drummond of Elementary Education, Professor David
Hamilton of Economics. Also in this group wereADoctor
Hendrickson, and Mr. Weeks, at times, Doctor Hendrickson
being asked to furnish a good deal of material.
Did you have some correction?
DURRIE

No.

TRAVELSTEAD
This group met during the fall of '73
and the winter.
It had input from a number of different
groups.
It came up with three or four versions of a
possible statement and -- well, I won't repeat the kinds
of things that were first put in and then were taken out
or changed, deleted, things, added.
But they were the result of the concern of many
people on the task force and others who communicated with
people on the task force about certain aspects of this
problem, which will come out in the debate, namely, the
whole impact on tenure, the implications for tenure in
general, the way this could be destructive to the institution.
The chief concern all during this debate, as well
as protecting the whole concept of tenure -- and you may
think these are antithetical; I don't think the professors
felt that approving some of these recommendations is -are to be implied as being against tenure, but the need
to provide and maintain flexibility at the institution was
discussed, many different ways, and in the meantime we were
not getting any additional Faculty members -- in fact,
three years ago we were reduced from seven hundred five
FTE to six hundred eighty.
We have been continued at six hundred eighty on the
basis of present funding.
If we get more students next
year, or it's predicted and agreed that we will have more
students next year, we will maybe have slightly above six
hundred eighty.

i
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But at least as against a growth cover which went
almost to the forty-five degree angle for several years,
ten or fifteen years, this institution and others are
leveling off, and we have to see how we can face up to
some matters which face institutions like this and at the
same time have a steady state student -- approximate
steady state -- and, therefore, approximately the same
number of Faculty members.
Some of the que stions asked, for example, are can
an institution, indeed, start any new program under such
circumstances? If it's not true that we have introduced
all the programs that this institution should introduce,
then we do -- we are faced with the question of a new
program, either at the undergraduate or graduate level,
which should be initiated, and if so, and if we don't
have any additional Faculty members beyond what we had
the year before, how can we do that?
Another basic question that was asked many, many
times is, even if the student .body stays approximately the
same, the Faculty stay s the same, and even if we don't
have new programs initiated, how do we respond to shifts
in students at enrollment from one part of the University
to another?
That has happened.
I won't go over all the details
of that, that's happened at this institution, it's l ikely
to happen at any institution. Department "X" may go down
in student enrollment, Dep'lrtment "Y" double or treble
its student enrollment, because of student interest this
year as against two or three years ago.
Therefore, the need to maintain the flexibility to
shift positions from one part of the University to the
other is inherent in this plan, and it's not easy to
accomplish, because as will come out in the debate -- and
I am aware of many of the statements that have been
written and the attitude of many people here, and certainly
all these should be heard and di scussed and considered very
carefully.
That's the reason I agree with Mr . Hamilton that we
are not likely to exhaust this topic in this afternoon's
session, but we will go on.
HEADY

If you will pardon me Chester, I should have
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asked you to make a motion at the beginning to get something before us, and I also am reminded of our rules about
debate, which are five minutes per person.
So I would like for you now to put a motion before
us, and I think you h ave taken three or four minutes, but
I think at least to get the oth ers into debate I will have
to remind you of the five-minute rule.
TRAVELSTE~D . Mr. President, I mo v e that the Faculty
adopt the Tenure tn<tion Plan for the University of New
Mexico as described'in the papers sent to the Faculty for
today's meeting .
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded. )
HEADY
the debate.

Motion has been seconded.

Now, continue

TRAVELSTEAD
Pages nine and ten, and I will speak
not over two minutes in addition, so I will stay within
the five.
The task force agreed on four principles, really,
the third one -- principles that we would support, and I
will not read those except they are quite important in
the eyes of the task force, and I assume they are important inthe eyes of the Faculty at large.
The steps following on pages ten, eleven, twelve,
and thirteen as listed there, talk about specific things
that might be done in order to create this flexibility.
The part that has been most discussed and it will be, I
am sure, the heart of the discussion today, because the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee so identified this
point, is -- I will emphasize that one -- point number
two, step number two, at the top of page eleven :
"In order to attract and hold competent
faculty members, the University shall continue
to provide for some appointments in probationary
status based upon a realization of the need for
flexibility but also of the need to attract
highly qualified persons to the faculty. However,
the normal initial contract at the instructor and
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assistant professor levels will be
ment of three years."

term

point-

That , the AFAT has identified as the heart o f t is
plan, which tnat group was not willing to support , an I
am sure the discussion today will center arou d th t .
The other things there suggested done in tnc eyes
of most people , come into probable or ossible conflict
with our present policy.
I do want to introduce two additional points , w ic h
I am sure will be elaborated on in the discussion today
or the next time .
One works in favor of the institution about possibl
flexibility created in another way. The extent to which
we can get differential funding, and I won ' t go througl
all t1at definition, but I am sure if you have red in th ~
paper recently, you know what we are talking bout , the
extent to which we can get differential funding for this
institution in its support from the legislature , and will,
indeed , give us more flexibility t h an it ad.
This may or may not come this year .
It my come in
part this year, and more later. On the other '1and , ther
is considerable discussion on the campus now, and in
departments and some committees , about tightening up the
entrance requirements so that the ones that are admi ted
are able to cope with t e requirements put to them . That
would work i n t e other direction the extent to whic it's
implemented , because it would indeed mean that we would
.Llave fewer freshman students , for example, than we
admitted t i s year or would admit next year on practically
an open admissions basis .
So we have the facts stated ere and t e proposal
stated ere , pointing out w at might and might not ha pen,
but these two additional points have been really more
prominent since this groups put its aper forth during the
last year .
Mr . President , I will answer questions and help in
any way I can .
HEADY
or comments .

Tank you . Furt er discussion or questions
Professor Conen .
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COHEN
Contrary to what's been said, I really
don't think this takes very extended argumentation. The
differences are well defined , we all pretty much know what
the problems are, and I think we should lay these issues
out and should be able to vote rather quickly . The
discussion after that, I think, amounts to self-indulgence.
In general, and like some other recent actions, I
think the major flaw here is that it was premature. Last
spring the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee considered
this matter and concluded unanimously to oppose it, and
issued a position paper, which I understand was distributed
to the Faculty.
A week or so ago the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee, with a change in composition of about fifty
percent, considered the matter once again and again
unanimously opposed the proposal. This committee did not
reissue the statement of the earlier committee, because
of some minor disagreements with the tone, and some
details of that statement. But in terms of the basic
thrust there is no difference between the two committee's
reports.
I am speaking for the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee now, and when I depart and speak for myself, if
I do, I will identify that for you.
The Committee is quite prepared at the present time
to concede that there is a problem, if not actual, at
least potential.
I think the basis for that becomes very
clear from a quick examination of the demographic profile
of college appropriation.
The Committee also believes that it is appropriate
for the Administration to address itself to that problem
at the present time. We were surprised, or at least I
was surprised, however, that as a result of its deliberations, it derived in a rather -- what seems to me a casual
way -- a dismantling of basic features of a tenure
situation which has been so long in building. The willingness at the first sign of trouble, the first awareness of
staffing problems, to simply give up various academic
freedoms that have taken some thirty or forty or more
years to construct, does seem to me to be rather casual as
an opening shot in the face of this problem.
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Outside of a concern about what this does to
tenure protections -- and I think to make my statement fit
into thetime allotment, I won't expand on that, and defer
to the AAUP spokesman, if he wants to elaborate.
Apart from that I think there are some basic arguments against what is proposed here.
It's prejudicial to
the recruitment of appropriately talented faculty.
It is
devisive, in that you will have now two subsets of faculty
with quite different interests, and I think the possibilities there are quite explosive, and I am sure haven't
been considered thoroughly.
I also think the proposal is vague, if this were
a constitutional amendment I would say unconstitutionally
vague , because it provides no guidelines, no standards,
no method of resolving all of those borderline questions
of interpretation that it seems to me will be present in
abundance.
Since there will be some tenure, whic h departments
get it? How do you differentiate between a probationary
line in one department and a term line for another?
Then, I
line questions
and apparently
but not on the
specified.

think we
which we
this wil l
basis of

can
are
be
any

conceive of many other bordergiven no information about,
determined administratively,
guidelines that have been

As I say, we are willing to concede a problem, but
I think what was required at the present time was something on the order of preventive medicine, and what we
have been presented with comes to major surgery.
I think
this is premature, at least before we have had a shot at
some other approach.
Now, what I suggest we do, and I think on a hot
afternoon with some dispatch, is to vote on the proposal
as is, with my reconunendation that it be defeated.
If
it is defeated, and if it is agreeable to the Chair, I
would be prepared to offer an alternate proposal which
I think warrants some consideration.
HEADY
MORRISON

Further discussion?

Professor Morrison .

Mr . Chairman, I don't understand why we
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are being asked to defeat this proposal so we can consider
another, without hearing what the other is. Why is it
not proposed in an amendment?
COHEN

May I answer?

HEADY

Yes.

COHEN
I think this proposal needs an explicit
answer.
You don't have to accept the alternative when
you hear it.
HEADY

Professor Hoyt.

HOYT
To remove the mystery, may I ask Professor
Cohen if his alternate proposal is the one that was distributed at the beginning of this meeting?
COHEN
mystery.

Yes, I assumed it had been.

HEADY

Vice-President Travelstead.

It's no

TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Cohen has conceded that we ave
a problem, and I hope his alternate proposal will get at
it.
I do want to call attention of the Faculty, however,
to some c1anges in the last year-and-a-half or two years
on this matter.
February 13th, 1973, we had forty-eight percent of
our faculty on tenure, and forty-one percent on t e probation ladder leading to tenure, which would make it
practically between eighty-nine and ninety percent.
In June of '73 -- these are projections by
Mr. Hendrickson -- not projections, they are facts of
that time, and then he projects into '74-'75 nd '75-'76.
In June of '73 we moved from forty-eight percent tenure
to fifty-four percent tenure.
And the next time t a t we
projected it, it was about t e same -- that's October of
last year -- about fifty-three percent and thirty-three
percent, which is again about eighty-nine percent either
tenured or on the road to tenure.
But last spring, the spring of '74, we have these
figures which should be taken into consideration: the
percentage of tenured as for this fall, this was projected
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in May, hasn't been confirmed yet but this had to do with
resignations and those carrying over and those whose
decisions were favorable in the spring. We now have
sixty-seven percent of the faculty tenured, and t wentyone percent on the probation ladder.
That shows, of course, some of those moved from the
second column over to the first, here again approach ing
ninety percent.
The situation is not i mproving and I think that jump
was surprising to a number of people, and I think whatever
plan we consider, it should not be viewed as either an
abstract problem or one that somebody's cooked up.
I
think the President has some information to convey.
HEADY
Well, I thought prior to whatever action
the Faculty may decide to take today, that I should call
to your attention some additional information that some of
you may not be aware of.
Vice-President Travelstead has already mentioned
that this matter was first discussed during the 1972-1973
academic year, and that in May of 1973 the Regents asked
for development of a tenure position plan and set up the
committee that he referred to, to work on a draft of such
a plan.
That committee did include, as has been stated,
representatives from the AAUP Chapter, from the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee, and from the Faculty Policy
Committee.
The tenure position plan that you have before you
is one that was drawn up by that joint group, including
those representatives. As far as I am aware, there was no
dissenting or alternative statements presented by any
minority of the group at the time that the plan was agreed
upon by that group.
This proposal was on the agenda for the Faculty at
its May meeting.
It was also on the agenda of the Regents
at their May meeting, which took place after the Faculty
Meeting was scheduled.
And the main information that I want to be sure all
the Faculty members have, is that at the May meeting of
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last year, the Regents expressed great concern that t h e
matter had not been consid ered, eve n by t he Faculty as of
t h at time. They also definitely scheduled this matter
for further consideration by the Regents at their November
meeting.·
I think the Faculty ough t to b e aware of that f act
before you act on that.
Is there further discussion?

Professor Logan.

LOGAN
I am going to make another kind of a motion,
because putting t h is off until Fe bruary , regardless of
the Board of Regents, I t h ink would be very bad strategy.
Hopefully, some of us will be hiring some people twice
now, and then it would be nice to know what our policy is.
However, I cannot vote for this one as I wrote to
Vice-President Travelstead, because it is not clear. It
seems to me there is a policy that would be perfectly
sensible and workable and would resolve the objections
that people have. That pol~~~ , }~ one that does involve a
three-year term appointment ~
-- a perso n is evaluated
during their third year. On the basis of t h at evaluation
if they are not eligible for a s ~ d three-year term,
they are given a fourth year to ·
around. This is a
one-year terminal contract.
If their performance has been such t h at i t would
suggest they would be considered for tenure, t h ey would be
given a second three- year term contract. During their sixt1t"
yearl1 they would then be reviewed for tenure, and if
granted, would receive it that year.
If not granted, they
would be given one more year, the seventh year, as a turnaround year.
I think if we spell those things out, anybody that
says you cannot hire people under those terms, I can only
say that those are exactly the terms on which I went to
Yale University in 1951, and thought they were excellent.
This gives an opportunity to evaluate people, after
three years an earlier evaluation, rather than four years
wh ere you have to make a full commitment to tenure .
It
puts off the tenure decision until the sixth year when
you have had adequate opportunities to make an evaluation,
and it gives the Faculty member a year to turn around if

r
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either of those are negative.
I see nothing that precludes moving along if everything is satisfactory, so I would like to see those kinds
of terms spelled out in the document.
If they were, I
would vote for it, but without those ambiguities resolved
I could not vote for this one.
So what I would like to recommend is that we table
this recommendation until the next meeting of the Faculty,
with the recommendation that the policy spell out these
kinds of s pecifications about the way the policy would be
i mplemented .
HEADY

You are moving to table, is that a motion?

LOGAN

That's not debatable.

HEADY
I am just asking, you are moving to table?
I want to be sure that you are making the motion to table.
LOGAN , I didn't want to shut off debate.
I will
wait for tabl;'1and see what other people have to say.
I
am sorry.
HEADY
The motion before us is still the proposed
plan as distributed.
Professor Howarth.
HOWARTH
I think what Professor Logan suggests is
absolutely inconsistent with the policy outlined here,
which makes it clear that once you are on the three- or
possibly six-year thing, there is no possibility of
tenure.
Professor Logan suggests that there be a possibility
of tenure after the end.
I think that's a completely different thing, so I don't think that asking the task force
to be more explicit is going to achieve what you want.
What I suggest is that we defeat this thing and
listen to what Professor Cohen has to propose, instead.
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Chairman, may I answer
Mr. Howarth? Not debate it, but agree with you in a way.
One, it is different. Two, the point you just brought up
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was considered in the task force. Mr. Hamilton and
Mr . Drummond may straighten me out on this, but we did
not include it in the final draft.
It said something like there's a pos sibility of a
person moving from this kind of an arrangement, a term
contract arrangement, over into a tenured position.
It
was felt -- I think I am correct on this, and I h ave to
go back and get an earlier version of it -- that that
would beviewed as a commitment to move into a tenured
position mor e than the task force was willing to say at
that time.
Wi ll Mr. Drummond or Mr . Hamilton on that point
HAM:ILTON
Not more than to say on that, what
Mr . Logan is proposing is the up or out role which we
did discuss as an alternative.
And on two three-year appointments, I could find
no great difficulty with that. A good many institutions
work in that fashion, but the presumption is when a
person is hired for three years, there is a possibility
that he would be considered for tenure at the end of that
third year.
TRAVELSTEAD
HEADY

I know we di scussed that.

Professor Green, I think, wanted the floor.

GREEN
I agree, also, that we should not table
this, and I am not in favor of tabling these things.
I
think we should make our opinion felt.
The term appointment has been the subject of a
number of AAUP examinations recorded in the bulletins,
and they seem to see very clearly that this gets rid of
tenure.
It certainly violates what we have got in our
policy on the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee,
which says that with the exception of temporary and parttime teaching staff -- and this is fairly well defined
later on -- all appointments to the rank of instructor,
assistant professor, associate professor, or professor
shall be probationary.
Now, this is a very important thing, even with
this, the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure has
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had a very poor score when it comes to complaints that
have come before i t .
I s h ould say with respect to the
tenured Faculty with complaints that have come before it,
we have had a poor score . Not "we" or not anyone, but
with respect to the untenured Faculty t h at come before
it, the score, as far as I know, is pretty near zero.
If we t nrow away what protection we h ave got here,
t he n I think this is what all incoming people can expect,
zero.
It's very important that we express our rejection
of the term plan.
HEADY

Professor Hamilton.

HAMILTON
As you know, I was a troubled member
of that Committee from the beginning, and my trouble
began with this problem. And as you are well aware, it
was said on one occasion, "Now, Dave does not consider
this a problem, but let's assume it is and go ahead."
Th e reason I do not consider it a problem, I was
not convinced that it was by arguments.
If it is, then
I mi g ht go along with the proposal. But if it is not,
then certainly not.
One argument is that we have a problem of being
tenured in because we have this so-called steady state
enrollment. Therefore, we do not have flexibility, the
stud ents are whimsical and they move from one field to
another,and that we have a fixed Faculty, fixed by the
BEF, and we cannot then make adjustments, so if we get
students leaving History and going to Nursing that we
can put faculty over in Nursing.
I was not satisfied at any time that there were any
strong statistics indicating a serious erosion in one
department in this University.
I brought up the question
of the matter of Classics, and what we did with Classics
over the years.
There are very few Latin and Greek scholars left.
At one time every university had a large Classics department. As the students shifted from the Classics to
something else, we took care of it by attrition, all of
us died some time or another, all of us are going to die,
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and in that case the erosion is not colossal, it's not
like a flash . flood.
It isn't all of a sudden students
leaving Classics, fifty percent of the enrollment gone.
It's three percent this year, one percent next year, back
up one percent next year, down three the next, and so on.
So that there is usually time to make that shift that we
are talking about, the flexibility, it appeared to me.
Now, the question is it conducted, then, in
Engineering? Here we had five years ago, we get these
hysteria things -- I also got out of that Committee, which
I thank you, the Chronicle of Higher Education, and I
found that this was a kind of prarie fire that comes in
these administrative journals and was sweeping across the
country, and was just kind of terrorizing administrators
everywhere.
And we had some kind of a foundation report on this
from Ford or Rockefeller -- those higher education
commissions who are not actively involved in education I
think should lay off making these reports that is involved
in the classroom teachings -- may I finish? -- so anyway -HEADY

I didn't try to stop you.

HAMILTON
-- this is for -- well, Professor
Hillerman was -- I would like to state that I could not
see that this was, itself, a very severe and critical
problem at this time. The flexibility argument did not
seem to me to be that: that we can make adjustments.
Secondly, one of the reasons we are fixed is
because the BEF has fixed our faculty at six eighty, or
whatever it is, the mystic number that they have. This
is not something by God, this is made by men at the BEF,
and perhaps this could itself yield to some kind of
pressure and argumentation from the University on that
score.
Thirdly, on tenure, I do not look upon tenure as
something that protects me when the absence of a budget
that is, if there is no money, then I am gone. And
there's no apparent -- tenure does not protect us from a
cut in the budget.
In my department, if the legislation eliminates the
appropriation for Economics, I am out, and I do not have a
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tenure case.

There is just not the money to pay it.

Fourthly, I don't look upon tenure as a protection
of the Faculty, an incompetent Faculty. There's a gr eat
deal of sentiment in the land now that tenure is something
.
.
.
ie..
tha t is
Just
put out to protect t h e 1ncompents
on t h e part
I\
of the Faculty.
I look upon tenure as someth ing which makes a
Faculty person free to teach in his classroom and not be
looking over his s hould er all the time for fear that he
may alienate somebody out here, and I don't look upon
eighty percent or ninety percent of this Faculty being
tenured as a dangerous thing in this Univer sity.
I think it gives the kind of intellectual security
to this Faculty that it needs.
These are the reasons that I had very -- I a m not
expressing anything I didn't say in your office, thoroughly,
but then was never satisfactorily answered.
Now, if it is a problem, then I might go along
with the proposal, if it is. That's in fact what was
said, "Well, Dave doesn't think it's a problem, but let's
assume it is."
HEADY

Professor Beckel.

PROFESSOR BECKEL
It seems to me this is a different time from May, assuming in May there was a problem,
the differential funding makes this a different ball game.
I would think that the Regents would have to recognize that.
It does not seem - - it would seem that a year
or perhaps two years from now we would have had a reappraisal of our funding, and that it would not be necessary at that time for the lower level courses to subsidize
really the upper level and graduate programs, and so it
would seem to me that this is the wrong time because of
differential funding to adopt a radically new procedure
with regard to tenure term contracts and so on.
So I would think that any reasonable person would
not go for a strong change in our present system.
HEADY

Is there a response to this particular
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question?
TRAVELSTEAD
Yes.
I want to say to Mr. Beckel
and the whole group, we should not be unduly enthusiastic
or optimistic about differential funding.
I said the
extent to which it can be implemented.
The President and I spent five to six hours with
p~ople from all over the state on this matter, and I can
assure you we are a long way from agreed that it can be
i mp lemented.
Charles and I don't want the Faculty to
ass ume that we are going to get fifty more Faculty members
next year, because it is not that close to whatever extent
it is to affect this, I would agree.
HEADY

Vice-President Silverman.

VICE-PRESIDENT SILVERMAN
I didn't intend to
interrupt Professor Hamilton.
In fact, I am rising to
support several of the points he's making, and also to
oppose the position paper for several reasons.
My basic concern is that the basic assumption in
the first paragraph goes against the case that we are
attempting to make now that our current conunitments in
this institution are grossly unprovided for in terms of
the endorsement, either in terms of personnel, supplies,
or equipment that are needed to meet the commitments
that we have undertaken for the state.
I think it might be relevant, and I don't mean to
be raising undue optimisms, but I think we ought to have
some comparative statistics.
Institutions with fewer
programs and fewer students have in the order of a thousand
faculty to do what six hundred and eighty faculty are doing
here.
If we had some relief in this regard, I believe the
flexibility problem would at least be cleared, and although
we should not be unduly optimistic, I believe people are
beginning to listen in a way they hadn't.
The case for
differential funding has been made for at least a decade
now, and it appears that there is some willingness to
listen to some of the arguments that are now being put
forward.
I believe the assumptions py the Faculty were basic
assumpti9ns in this first paragraph, would weaken the
ability of Central Administration to make of the case,

ct·:;
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not only to the Board of Educational Finance, but others
in the state.
I am also equally concerned, along with Professor
Cohen, about the ability to recruit scholars who have
proven themselves under the kind of conditions that might
be imposed by the apparent restrictions that this policy
would apply, not only as scholars and researchers that are
needed in many areas, but I am also concerned about the
two subsets or two-caste system t hat might be set up.
I believe that Professor Logan made an analysis
last year about how some flexibility might be established
by the normal methods of attrition, and I would like to
urge that we look again very hard at that system and see
the implications of it.
And I don't want to break rank with my colleagues
but I believe that I h ave to oppose this.
HEADY

Further discussion?

Professor Cohen.

COHEN
Just one quick po int. Major argument I
have heard in favor of a quick and positive action is
that the Regents are in something of a hurry.
Now, if you look at page nine of your agenda, the
revised draft, item number one, "Principles to be
Supported," sentence number one provides:
"Commitments with those faculty members
now serving in probationary appointments at
UNM will be honored."
Now, this means that the term as against probationary appointments would only apply to n ewly hired
persons, and so that for next year, as t h e usual procedures prevail, in making tenure determinations, the
adoption of this tenure position plan can have no impact
whatsoever on changing ratios of tenure to nontenure.
Now, given that fact, I can't see what the nature
of the urgency is. Even under this tenure position plan,
we are locked into that extent. Now, conceivably there
might be some marginal question of a senior professor
coming in with immediate tenure that would affect t h ings
a bit, but that is so inconsequent ial I don ' t think it
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requires much consideration.
In view of this, I would hope that the Regents can
see that adoption or nonadoption of this position plan at
this meeting, will have no imp ct on 1975-'76 r tios.
LOGAN

s"""'7\~'-

~~~,

that's not true .

We are hiring

people
COHEN

.

Iv

W.1.tp tenure .

LOGAN
We are going to hire tnem on one-ye r,
three-year , ten-year.
We have to know wh t we are going
to offer people .
COHEN
The problem is how many people do we have
with tenure? Now, I make a great distinction in my mind
between a person on a probationary contract and a person
with probation -- I ' m sorry, with tenure.
TRAVELSTEAD
This may be elpful.
I asked to h ve
these figures -- I think they are correct. They are
substantially correct. We have -- before I read t1em, I
want to say to the Faculty that we ' ave some other choice
within ourp:-esent policy which we are following now , until
something is resolved about this , and we have been
instructed by the Regents notwithstanding considerable
discussions about this , that a ditional probationary
appointments will be held up until approval of some kind
of plan .
So what we are doing now is offering visiting and
temporary and only those probationary appointments whic
I have argued along with the Chairman and deans that are
necessary .
This year , for example, we had five people
appointed with immediate tenure . Tis was after discussion and full knowledge everywhere, and the policy being
carried out .
We had twenty-four -- there is for ' 74-'75
twenty- four put on probationary appointments , twenty-one
put on nonprobationary appointments.
Some of these re
very - - a very few of these are those that have both
administrat i ve responsibilities with some aca emic
connection with the department .
any of those are
lecturers , and sixty-one are on a temporary basis .
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So until we get some resolution of this -- this has
to do with when we do it, Mr. Cohen -- we are restricted
in ways which are also not advantageous.
HEADY
My main point -- and I want to make sure
this is clear -- in talking about the scheduling of this
matter by the Regents in November, is to alert you that
they will apparently take this matter up in November, and
if the Faculty wants to have input by that time, it should
make sure i t has whatever input it wants before November.
That's my point.
Mr. Hoyt.
HOYT
One thing that confused me about this is
what is meant by "probationary." I would like to ask
Mr. Travelstead, does the tenure position plan intend to
mean that people who would be appointed on term appointments a nd would go through, say, two term appointments,
could not then be given tenure if they proved to be outstanding people?
If that's what it means, and I have been assuming
it didn't, I was assuming that any person we appoint, if
they turned out to be an outstanding person, may be
appointed and may ultimately reach tenure.
But if it means those people are second class
citizens, that can never reach tenure, then it seems like
a terrible system and I see no reason for creating this
two kinds of citizenship, where someone who somehow is a
favorite of the Administration comes in under the old
plan and other people are on this plan, where they never
can get tenure.
Now, if it means that they cannot get tenure after
going through two three-year terms, then I really can't
see very much difference between that and the other, and
I don't see why those people are not also probationary.
They are also being tried out for two periods.
Can you answer that?
TRAVELSTEAD
As it was pointed out earlier, it
does not say, Mr. Hoyt, in this plan as it is now before
you, that this change may be made.
It was discussed in
our task force and thought to be altogether reasonable.
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The plan now -- even now it doesn't say that
does not preclude that, and that could be a stipulation
that is added to it, would bring this ·about.
It's not
prohibited, now, but it's not specifically given.
HEADY

Professor Thorson.

PROFESSOR THORSON
I think Ed is off.
I think you
a r e r eading a good intention where a bad intention is
actually there.
The bad intention is that these people
brought i n are going to have a self-destruct element built
i n to t h e m, and the end of three years they may defuse the
first one, but at the end of six years, they are going to
b low up.
HOYT
HEADY

I would like to -Professor Hoyt.

HOYT
-- propose an amendment to clarify that
point, whether we approve this plan or not, I think it
would be a less bad plan if we amended it to make it clear
that at the end of a second term appointment, those
people may be considered for tenure just like everybody
else, and I would like to propose that as an amendment to
the tenure plan.
(Seconded.)
HEADY
This would be a proposed amendment to page
eleven, number two, I guess to the second paragraph. Do
you have specific language you want to suggest, Professor
Hoyt?
TRAVELSTEAD
I think what he said would be appropriate.
These people may be considered for tenure -Mr. Hoyt, would you repeat that suggestion you made?
HOYT
Well, the tenure position plan is amended
in the sense that a person appointed on a term appointment might, at the end of the first term or at the end of
the second term, be considered eligible for tenure, and
that decision would be made by departments, colleges,
University, the same way it is with probation -- with
other present people who don't have tenure.
HEADY

All right.

This would be additional
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language to the second paragraph on page eleven, to the
effect tha:. a person appointed on a term appointment might,
at the end of either the first or the second term appointment, be granted tenure or put on the probationary
TRAVELSTEAD
HEADY

-- may be considered eligible.

TRAVELSTEAD
HEADY
appointment.

May be considered.

Is that it, Mr. Hoyt?

May be considered eligible for a tenure

TRAV LSTEAD

Mr. Hoyt, does that express your

motion?
HOYT

I'm sorry?

HEADY
I wondered if this language is in line with
what you have in mind. Additional sentence at the end of
paragraph two, that would say, "A person appointed on
term appointment might, at the end of either the first or
second term contract, be considered eligible for a tenure
appointment."
HOYT

I would like to change the word "might," to

"may. "
HEADY

"May be considered."

PROFESSOR
HOYT
HEADY

Can you change it to "will"?

Better yet, "will."

11

ill be considered.

11

"Will be considered eligible."

TRAVELSTEAD
which do you mean?

"Will be considered for eligibility,"

HOYT
"Will be considered eligible for tenure."
The decision still has to be made by colleges, departments,
et cetera .
HEADY
First, "A person appointe on a term appointment may , at the end of either the first"

CL 7-1
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HOYT

No, "will," Mr. President.

HEADY
Yeah, "will, at the end of ei t her the first
or second term appointment, be considered e ligible for a
t enure appointment."
HOYT
Make it "be considered eligible for
consideration."
HEADY
"Will be considered eligible" - - "will be
eligible for consideration for a tenure appointment."
Now, it's been questioned as to whether this would
be consistent with the last sentence that is now there.
I don't t h ink there would be any inconsistency, because
that says that service under term contracts will not be
extended beyond a total of six years.
All right.
ame ndment?
WOLLMAN
HEADY
amendme nt?
WOLLMAN
HEADY

Is there a second to that proposed

Seconded.
Been seconded.

Is there discussion on t h e

Mr. President -Yes.

WOLLMAN
Mr. President, it seems the intent of
this amendment is to bring about what Frank Logan just
described as the kind of proposal that he would support.
Th at's the proposal that the}1-iair~n of the College of
Arts and Sciences did support, and indicated that to the
task force through a memorandum to Mr. Travelstead.
Now, it's my understanding that the task force
rejected this proposal and I would like to know why it was
rejected ?
TRAVELSTEAD
I will have to depend on memory, which
is fading.
It was discussed a number of times.
It was
considered by all the members of the task force as being
a worthy thing to put in.
In fact, we had it in one of
the revisions.
Then somebody -- I would like for
Mr. Hamilton or Mr. Drummond to help me straighten this
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out -- we did
commi t ment to
that -- if it
plan would be

talk about that then, t h at being v iewed as a
put t h em on tenure at that time, and if
was con strued t hat way to put it in, t his
mislead ing.

I think that's what was the disc u ssion. Harold,
will you help me? I don't mean help me d efend it, I mea n
clear up what was said and d one at that time.
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND
I really don't recall. As a
matter of fact, I can't even remember t h at proposa l being
discussed, so you see, my me mory isn't v ery good .
TRAVELSTEAD

Your memory is worse t h an mine.

HAMILTON
Well, we did discuss t h e up or out alternative and hashed it around a bit. I a m not sur e we came
to any
WOLLMAN

The up or --

HAMILTON
J u st a minute -- as we discussed it, a nd
I think as here, we have a sch eme whereby people can get
tenured at any rank, under the up or out role -- well,
nobody except associates and full professors of tenure.
All assistant professors are h ired with three-year terms
and then second three-year terms, and if there's room they
are moved up and get tenure of the assoc i ate and f ull
pro f essor tenure ranks.
And we discussed that one day as a possibility of
a rank's severe change in our system, but I don't think we
did anything with it.
WOLLMAN

Mr. President

TRAVELSTEAD
May I refresh their memories and
Mr. Drummond's and my memory? October fourth, a draft
that we had read lik e this poin t number f ive:
"Term appointments usually three years in
length should be used more frequently. When used,
the faculty member holding such a n appointment
could expect to be employed barring cond itions
over which the instituti on woul d have no control
for three years, provided his or her e mployment
continues to be satisfactory. Such appointment
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could be extended for three years if the faculty
member is highly satisfactory for the first three
years, and usually such term contracts would not
extend beyond six years of service, but there
would also be the possibility of transferring a
very competent faculty member from a term appointment to a probationary one at the end of three or
six years of service."
We later deleted this, I have it circled and deleted
in discussion, so it was seriously consid ered.
HEADY
I would like to state as one member of that
task force that I would find this change very acceptable
as far as I am concerned, and I would advocate it to the
Regents if it were adopted.
Yes?
PROFESSOR SPOLSKY
The amendment now doesn't do
what Professor Logan thinks it d oes, because what they are
suggesting is to go back to our old system and let everyone have their same six years to prove themselves, and
that would be okay except for this first sentence, which
is, "The University shall continue to provide for some
probationary status."
So if we have appointments in probationary status
and in term status, that may get probationary, then at the
same time there's two possibilities there, one is that you
hire good people and bad people, and that's ridiculous.
Good for the probationary ones and not so good for the
term ones.
The other possibility is that you make someone,
after six years, start over and serve another seven years,
and that's,you know, is impossible there. But I think
that's what's implied by Ed's amendment, without striking
the first .
HEADY
Well, I would interpret his amendment as
certainly not eliminating a difference on initial appointment, between the person who gets a term appointment and
the person who gets a probationary appointment at the
beginning.
SPOLSKY

So that means you had two standards for
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people you are hiring, those -HEADY

You have two categories.

SPOLSKY
Those you think are going to be good and
those you don't think are going to be good?
HEADY

That might or might not be the criteria.

Professor Davis.
PROFESSOR DAVIS
I think what this does, in fact,
is add flexibility in quite another sense from the sense
that we are talking about, which is to offer us possibilities for hiring people on a three-year term rather
than a one-year visiting contract. With the possibility
if the possibilities on that, this probationary, then we
have considerably more flexibility and might be the
desirable appointment would be the three years, with
possible probation, rather than the one year repeated
annual contract.
SPOLSKY
ary status.

But it's not as good as the probation-

DAVIS
I think the question arose earlier.
I
could certainly support this amendment before the house,
but I think the question arose as to why the thing was
ambiguous, for the members of the Committee to represent the different interests, the ambiguity suited the
various interests.
HEADY

Professor Schmidt.

SCHMIDT
If, as Dean Wollman suggests, the effect
of the amendment is to run us to the plan that Professor
Logan outlined, I would like us to strongly urge that we
return to that and get rid of this, with the vagueness
that has been pointed out, because if we try to amend
this in the way Professor Hoyt's amendment has gone, we
are in a mess that is going to be hard to -- hard to
straighten out, and I urge us to go back to what
Professor Logan gave us in the way of wording for this,
and -HOYT

May I withdraw my amendment?
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Yes, you may.

(Applause . )
HOYT
Logan's?
GREEN

And urge the substitution of Professor

May we vote on the question, please?

HEADY
Well, at this point, the amendment has been
withdrawn. The matter is before us for further debate if
people want to debate it.
(Calling for the question.)
HEADY
And there was no mot ion made by Professor
Logan, as far as I know.
Is there further discussion?
Professor Merkx .
PROFESSOR MERKX

I move the previous question.

HEADY
If there is no one else who wants to talk,
we don't even have to vote on that.
I didn ' t see anyone
else , except you, that's why I recognized you. Professor
Warner.
PROFESSOR WARNER
There is one thing that hasn ' t
been done, regardless of what we do, we are not going to
disenthuse the Regents of their totally specious idea that
tenure is necessarily a rigid, stodgerian sort of thing
that guarantees long life and incompetents -- and somehow
statistics have to be supplied, and they can be supplied.
I know of one department, my department that supplied some very good statistics showing that even with the
present system, the makeup of your permanent stable staff
is not at all stable. It is extremely fluid, turnover of
nineteen people in the last three years which I think is
very, very high.
We have to do that. Those statistics are available
to it, so defeating this is a good thing. But I am not
sure it is going to be the kind of input so- called that
the Regents want to hear, or will even understand, in
good faith.
HEADY

Professor Merkx.
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MERKX

I move the previous question.

HEADY

The previous question has been moved --

(Seconded. )
-- and seconded. Those in favor of the
HEADY
motion on the previous question, pl ease say "aye"; opposed
"no." The motion is carried.
We will now vote on t he Tenur e .Position .Plan as
presented, if there has been no amendment adopted. Those
in favor please say "aye"; those opposed "no." The motion
is defeated.
REGENER
HEADY

Mr. Presiden t.
Professor Regener.

REGENER
Mr. President, I move that the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee be asked to submit an
alternative proposal.
(Seconded.)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee be requested to submit an alternative proposal.
Is there discussion on that
motion?
LOGAN

I would like a date.

HEADY

That is t .1.1e motion.

REGENER

Is there discussion?

At t h e October mee ting.

HEADY
At the October meeting.
seconded.
Ready -- Professor Murphy.

That's moved and

MURPHY
Yes. Would I understand, then,· that these
items that are suggested here in Sandy Cohen's memo be
undertaken, except t ~at t h e main d ifference is that we
will have an October rather t h an February date? Is this
your sense?
REGENER
Well, I think the sense of my motion was
pretty clear.
I want the Academic Freedom and Tenure
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Committee to come in with an alternative proposal to vote
on at the October meetin g .
Is t h e r e discussion?
COHEN

Discussion?

HEADY

Professor Cohen.

COHEN
What you are doing i s asking t h e Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee to p repare the plan. Wha t
our p roposed resolution intended was that a n ad h oc
committee b e designated to work o n an alternate, subjec t
to certain guid elines. Th e p ro po s a l her e s pecifies
February, 1975, as a dead line d ate, and t h at is flexib le .
By February of '75 you would get a particular t y pe
of package with certain elaborations, sophistication, a nd
we can present a t h ree-month pack a ge or two-month pac k age.
Let's elaborate, but I ask you to consider wheth er
you want to put the responsibility for this on the Acad e mic
Freed om and Tenure Committee or on a specially appointed
ad h oc committee which would have no other burden but to
d e vote full time to an elaboration of a plan.
HAMILTON
I would like to amend that the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee can a p point an ad hoc
committee to work on this.
REGENER

Accept the ame ndment.

HAMILTON
This doesn't need to be all abandoned.
It's a matter of coming in with something t h at is
acceptable for the Faculty. We have already done a lot
of work for you.
HEADY

Is there any other discussion?

Professor

Green.
GREEN
I'm sorry to introd uce this, it does not
have to do with the motion, but Vic e -Presiden t Travelstead
said onett1ing that bothers me a great deal.
HEADY

Can y ou wait until we d ispose of the

motion?
GREEN
On a matter of personal privilege this t ime.
He said there was a directive from the Board of Regents
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that certain guidelines in terms of
That seemed to me to contradict the
our policy .
I think that this is a
If so, I think we ought to find out
TRAVELSTEAD
HEADY

hiring be established.
rather clear terms in
very serious thing .
about it.

May I comment on that, Mr. President?

I have the text of the motion.

TRAVELSTEAD

Well, you read that in a

HEADY
I can read the text of the motion that the
Regents adopted , if you think that would be helpful .
This was at the May 4th, 1973, meeting:
"Be it hereby resolved t~<>t. th~ _.,Regents
request the President to have dttr~through
appropriate channels a Tenure Position Plan
to assure the institution the necessary
flexibility in the years a ead to cope
successfully with the problems described in the
prefacing statement just read. The proposed
plan would then be considered by the Regents
for possible adoption at a subsequent meeting . "
I can read the prefacing statement if you like,
but that is the text of the resolution.
GREEN

No, there was a statement

TRAVELSTEAD
Following that on the April twentythird meeting , that was May of '73, was it?
HEADY

Yes .

TRAVELSTEAD
Well, April 23rd , 1974 , questions
were raised by Mr . Horn concerning four proposed
probationary contracts in the College of Arts and Science
and he suggested -- and the suggestion has to be interpreted that additional probationary contracts be held up
until approval of the term app ointment policy now befor e
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
This was in April. The pre sent Handbook,
Mr . Green, says that all -- somebody read from it a
wnile ago, but didn ' t read the last part: "except those
designated otherwise." That's temporary or some other way.

.

.

C.·~r,
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What we are doing within that policy, and that's
not the thing we should continue to do on a permanent
basis, is using temporary and visiting contracts, that's
what we are doing.
GREEN
I think that the use of temporary and
visiting co ntracts has been fairly well established over
the years, what the circumstances are in which we use
them for a temporary situation, for somebody who is
corning for a year.
I submit that this statement on the part of
President Horn has changed this policy de facto , because
it does not go on to say that.
It's simply a colon,
says "with the exception of temporary or part time, all
shall be probationary ." You see, it's quite clear.
TRAVELSTEAD
My point is I don't wish to stand
on this as a permanent policy.
I am saying in the meantime the transition the Regents have suggested, whatever
that means, and until we get this straightened out, that
we not appoint people on probationary basis in spite of
that.
GREEN
is approved."

His words were "until the term contract

TRAVELSTEAD
GREEN
on his part.

Until the plan --

And this is a very unwarranted assumption

I won't editorialize on that.
TRAVELSTEAD
read what was in the minutes.

I just

GREEN
May I continue? You have implemented his
policy by denying the Dean of Arts and Sciences to give
probationary contracts. You said you cannot give probationary contracts on the basis of this, from the
Chairman of the Board of Regents.
This does not agree
with what we have here. This is another example of
unilaterally taking of authority on the part of Regents
over something which was an agreement between two groups.
I think that this is very bad. And I don't know
what I can do about it.
I have complained about this
sort of thing before, and nothing has happened.
I feel

}
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that the Administration does not back us in these things.
I feel that the Administration backs down to the Regents,
and a suggestion like this is followed eventually.
I
object to this sort of thing on the part of the
Administration of this University.
TRAVELSTEAD
All I can say is you don't know the
role that Administration plays with the Regents, Mr. Green.
HEADY
privilege.
GREEN

You have made your point of personal
Thank you.

HEADY
Is there further discussion on the proposal
before us? Those in favor please say "aye"; o pposed
"no." The motion is carried.
DURRIE

Tha t is the amendment?

HEADY
No, this is Professor Regener's motion to
refer the matter to theAcademic Freedom and Tenure
Committee with the understanding that it may appoint an
a d hoc committee to bring in an alternative plan by the
October meeting.
PROFESSOR
HEADY
opposed "no."

Move we adjourn.

Moved we adjourn.
We are adjourned.

Those in favor "aye";

Adjournment , 5:40 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Durrie,
Secretary
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~A J OR
RGARET C ARR OY U

THRYN k BRANDENBURG
Vl N f'I IC HAEL HE f\ Ey
IZAB ET.H ROSS HOOK
~y TEflES/\ Kf-:LLY
~N[S CHARLES L UNG
~ALO S TAFOYA
\ NA L YES NER

ST E.
STE.
ST E.
ST E.
ST E.
/.IRl STE.
ART ST t
ART ST t

.ORT
ART
/.IR T
/.IRT
.tR T

£:ACHELCR

OF

FINE

MAJOR
)REA S ALFARC
lERT PflUL BECKE R
~NIS F-;.1yzE FANIJEY
'. l D EARL FERRO
: EPH G F IGUERUA
RLES CAMlRON KINr
IETT A K I'NG
. ·'

lK STUART LAFON
lISTCPHf-R W . LAkSEN
,~y l<AY MCMAHCN
I
HER ED[TH STILES
.NN JEFFkEY WATSON

nn

Sf

[.

/.IRCH
/.IRCH
/.IR CH
/.I RCH

£

.cirn ST

[.

[.
[.

f,

nn

ST f,
£
.ARC H
£
/.IRCH
C
ARCH
.ll RT ST &
AR T ST f,

EACI-ELCR

OF ivus I c

MA J OR
A MAR I E ANGEL
fl< JOHN ZtlARZLY

T" U S I C
MUSIC

b

ARTS

ARTS
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BACHELOR OF M"uSIC EDUCATION
MAJOR
MUSIC ED

RREN F ALDERMAN

SCH OOL OF LAW
JURIS UJCTCH

ELMA JEAN STlFFI\HM

CGLLE(E OF ~URSING
EAC~ELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

\CE C HO URN BUCKLE
~ALCINE M KRAUSE
ri-,u EN ti K MORR soN

i

HIJA MARIE PETRUCCI
!EN CWLE TOEWS

lTHA STELLA

VMnLA

CCLLECE UF PHAR~ACY
EACHELCR OF SCIENCE IN P~ARMACY

TFORO C MORGAN

..... ,ro. .,.,. ......

/J ,. ~ ·-~
'\.1 .... ). .
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SUMMER 1914

GRADUATE SCHOOL

COCTOR OF EOUCATICN
/v.AJOK
RK HAR(LO DORFMAN

ANK NORR IS HALL

SP ED

f,

FUPPLS E.

!'JASTER OF ARTS

t,.'AJOR

S S Ti\RIN ALANIZ
f HY S ANDRE SUN
ETHA CALLISCN 1'SHER
JMA5 ALLAr~ ASTl!ULZ
\CI R Si-AYK IN AVERY
N E /\ RAEHR
B.cc11 M l::IARLm1
E DA TALLEY PE NNET T
I GE 8 l ROSAL L
llLJF T BLACKSl-1:A k
JGLAS LFE ~LECH

/S

BONTRAGER

, ETTA FRANC ES BRAN D
: QUE LYN M BR AN U iv.
;HAEL ECWARD BROWN
RLES S BROWNRIGG
~UDIA l W BURCHA M

~l

A CANDELARIA

CHING LEE C!-<ANG
/ I D AR T HUR Ch UR CH
lTHA G ALDERETE
'H L ARMSTRONG

GUID

&

SEC FD f.
SP E O

El ED

&
&
E.

fUIC
SP ED
&
EL ED
&
EL ED
f;
SP CCM f.
GUID

&

SEC ·ED f.
EL ED
f,

EL ED

EL ED

f,
f,

SEC FD £.
/\KT ED f,
GUIO
f.
SEC ED f,
GEOG
f,
SEC ED £.
EL ED
S PEC ED

~
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f'iflSTl:R OF ARTS
MAJ JR

!Cf-Af:L A COLELLA
LI ZABETH O COR1"AC K

HARYN G K COZZENS
ERA FGKO CUSHMA N
~ROLY!\ M CUTRONA
SAN CARGL UAGGf.TT
IC I--AtL TI-CMAS Dcf\JfJIS
fEPhE!\ EARL COE REN
\RE t\ e ARP AR/\ 0 0 M I NlJ
lP.ERT JOSEPH CUF/\UL T
"AM CUAfl<E OUR/lNT
/ONNE (3 F.ISENt3EkG
lhfj<f:NCE WILLIAM tNO
IREARA AI\N ESCr.ER
INCY ESl EG

Th RY 1\ G FAS H IN (
,ROL LYNf\E VANCE FOO
LLIAM EUGENE FOOTE
C!'A !{C ALLAN GAULEY
ERYL Al\!\ GAVIN
GtR VINCENT GLASS
BERT W GUCJDK IND
E AN!\ HULSE GCUETT
fLL F.N GREG UH l
LLA GR I f:GO
GELA LYI\N :;RGDNER
ELTRUT A HANI\EMANN
RRAit\E HRGR.OV ES
RL MICHAEL HART MAN
ReARA EC HEND ERSON

1

AY 1--ENRY

NNAL E HILTBRU NNER
TER CI-ARLES 1--0L Ml.:S
C UELll\f: K S HC~I\
RN LYN!\E HOTCHKISS
SAN ~ I\ I\ E HOW IC K
RAN GECRGE JOH NSO N
RA JLAkRUS
I ZAeETH L K INl'IELL
L I E KEEI\E LAN GHORNE
SEtvARIE LAKSON
fl ETTE PEPI LEVIN
DRGE REID L YCN
D1T H l ILLY MAASS

~HARc DEE MALCCNSON
GiNifl S MA.LONE
CHARC C MANN
~ORA M t-ARTOI\E
ANN MC

CANN- J ACKSON
W JANE KATONA

r: OL

SC f..
SPEC ED £

fl EC

£

ED
(U l D
GUlD

£

EL

f..
f,

~p ED

f..

soc

£

PSYCH
SP ED
SEC ED
SP ED
(U ID
SEC ED

f..
f..
f..
f..

f,

f,

soc

f.

(U ID

f,

ART EO f..
i::SYCH
SP ED
EL ED

f.
f,

·t
LJ\1 tiM f.

FSYCISP ED
El ED
EL ED
SP ED

f.
f..
f.
f..

soc

f,

f,

f.
(UID
f..
EL ED
f..
SP EC
f..
SP ED
f..
MH
f.
SP ED
f..
SEC . f D f.
SEC ED f.
EC ADM f.
1:L ED
f..
CU IO

ART ED

f,

GUID
fl ED

f.

(U IC
SP ED
SP ED
fCI\ ED
SP CCM
SP ED
CU IC
(UIO

ENGLISH

G
f..
f.
f..
f..
f..
f..
f.
f..
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ER TI F I f D Of GR t E C AND I OA T[ S ,

S UM ME R 1 S i 4

t-ASHR Cf ~RJS
MAJOR

IEGOR Y BRUCE MCCLURE
,RTHA A ~CKE Y

ANETTE Ml::-ATTE
VI[) EDWARD MERCER
NThIA LOUISE MORRIS
AN EILEEN MULHERN
IT A L MLSCARELLA
ARM I At\ L OGDEN
Al\ S P CLEARY
I\ET S OLIVF R
URENCE GEORGE ONEIL
NCY CGKINNE ONEIL
NES GOODLUCK ORTIZ
rl ARD CARL PADILLA
i'INN MARJE PARCZ
~El\ J PATKI CK
- LI AM HCLLAND PAYNE
rR l C I A ANN P E I F F f= R
JL MAURICE PELOQUIN
~NI: LYN NE PEPE
IC F A T ~ KUR A p f. RRy
lRH,i PETE,SR
IN At\N P 1-'AL EN
CAR[L ~ARI~ PCWER

:AR DC B PRO VENC Ill
. CNI C BO RUN [ A R Ey
IJO KEVIN RILEY
INCE~ SLGG R[lEY
it\ OCUGL~S RUQf:RTS
it\ETh G ROORIGU!:Z
ILA R RCSENl:ILUM
!CEDES ~ ROYBAL
,LIZAB[ T RU THERHJP.D
: IA H:RESA SANCl-'EZ
.HARC S SANCI--EZ
_ZABETH AR SANDRY
'.AN LFE SARETSKY
,IL l's SCALJCN
'. IO M SC HOF I ELD
,A At\r~ SHARVELLf:
,CA SUE Sl!Ekl<Ill
;h LE C SH [ PE
I AN C SISNEROS
,~RES KAY SMITH
,LGE ROGERS SM I TH
IA~ h SPUR LOCK II
At\Nf:
'
STILL[NGrn
R SA MARIE SULLU
LLIS TEMPEST

EL EC f,
El ED
f..
~EC F. D f,
SEC ED [.
SP EO f..
f,
SP ED
EL EC £
SEC ED

[.

CU ID
CU ID

[.

GU IO
EL ED
tRT ED
EL ED
SP EC

£
[.

£
f,

£
£

~p EC

[.

RECREA
EL EC

[.

GU IO

£
£

ART
EL EC

f,

[.

ED /ICM

[.

ED
EL ED

£

CU IO

f,

EL

[.

SP COM £
f,
CU IO
f..
EL ED
£
CUIO
SEC ED [.

tRT ED
EL EfJ
SP EC
EL ED
(UIC

~EC ED
EL ED
SE C ED
SEC ED
SEC ED
EL EC
SP ED
El ED

[.

f,
[.

f,
f,
~

£
£
f,
[.
[.

f,
[.

El ED
GUIO

f,
[.

ART
( u·t D
~EC ED
GU ID

[.
[.

&
[.

C0~:1
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tw'ASTER OF

fl RT S

MAJOR
NOY G TOR RES
DA N V TREBILCOCK
ARILYJ\ L l~HI TF
ARY J BENHM1 WINUtS

EL ED
EL ED

EVERLY A/\N YOCE R

.s p

&
&

SP CCM

f,

EL ED

[.

ED

&

~ASTER CF ARTS I~ PUBLIC ACMlNISTRATlON

lT HUR R CANNA CY, I l I

:sEPH JEF FREY FAULK
lHN PllUL J ONEi.::
1/\IS ELA lNE MARSH
~ASTEK CF ~RCH ITECTURE

y LOUISE

HOLERC CK

H-HA I LI ANG
CHAcL VITS ENTZATCS

tw'ASTER OF

ARTS

IN TEACHING B~SINESS SUBJECTS

RBARA J VOSS LOGMl
TH ELIZABETH MUOi<E
SE E k SENA

t,iASTER CF llR1S IN TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS

ReARll H KOCUR EK
~~RAH C H KRUHM
I~A COYLE MC~AHAN
GG~ A MARTINEZ RIC E
BE H SCHAAFSMA

C0?1
PA GE 1 2
ER T IF I EC DEG k EE CAN D .l 0 /\ TE S,

SU ti MER 1 S i 4

~ASTER OF ARl S IN TEACHI NG I NDUSTRIAL SUB J ECT S

~LPH

CRVILLE SALLFE
~ASTER CF

ARTS I N TEACHING SCIENCE

tJASTER

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

iC[A ( REEN HERG

CF

MA J OR
TRAVIS CU RR Y

~ES

CHARO R FAIRBA NK S
WRENCE LE E FRANK
RY O HALL
CHA EL \~ ME I STER
VI C v;AYl\f ME LT ON
RA L ~ I TC HF L L

AN CAv re ST ILL SCN
ALEY HUhARD SWINK
Vl D KEITH WARNE !-<

E &/lS
E&/.IS

&
&
&

Ef,AS

&

E£AS
e&AS
e&AS
E& tl S

&

.f,

f&AS

&
&
&

H,/lS

f,

HAS

~ASTER OF FI~E ARIS
MAJOR

ARL ES ALL~N H.llG EN

Flt\ AR &

M~STER OF £ClfNCE
tJ AJ OR

~ ID

JG S EPH AL DE k ET E

HAEL BARIJERE
~ ~ RAE eERG ER
R ER T C ROHANNCN,JR
TRUDE M BRAIG
~NEY BRANDWEIN

RE LGU I S BRENOWITZ
BAR!\ Al\[\J

BRY.ll NT

TH CNy 2 ANE COL I::

~NHRYt,.i CLfdR E D~AI\
DER I E
HI\ F lJ IlLON

&
&

EICL
p E

P IGL

[,

C E

f,

rllH E
(ECL

[,

P. I CL

f,
f,

CCM
E E

rL l r

OS

C

E

OS
CEC L

CCM

f,

f,
f,

&

C__:1
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Cf RT IFI EC CfG REE CA ND ICfiTES,

SUfllMER 1'974

~ASTER OF SCIENCE

M/lJOR
:ARO L KAY OUOLEY
IANC Y M/lR IE DUNN
.11'D A K FC GLEMA N
:ATI-LF.:E N L GAVEY
IA/JE S R GRAINGE R
HGt-: AS ~ GRA N NEMANf\
ONATHAN ARfWLD GR EEN

fllf.0 SC i:
f.
f.
Cl- EM
f.
CECL
£
E E
f.
_( EO.L ·
f.

H LTON RAY JAC KSO,

El CL
£
1-LlH E f.
CC~ OS f.

AVID J CEL JA KOB
I DA KAY J OHN SC N
RFOER ICK R KNIGH T
A RICI A ANN LUNDI:
U EN MARTINE Z
EB ORAH C /lRCi l Nf wMAN
I AROO G ONSUREZ
~ CLAIRE PAL MER
- N HUG H PAX TCN
: ERG PRASSINOS
: GLAS ROBERT PR ! CIKE
: NALO E Dr-' UNO R AO Y
IRYN AN NE R.E II;
.I FFORO E RI CHA RO SlJN
ll liEK I NE A SALV l SCN
'. NS TON M SAN FORD
CHAR C SCHUTZ~ ER (ER
,lTHEr1 W F SMITH

ernr s ST IIRR ,J R

PAUL STF.IN
Ry KIRK USTA R IZ

:H '

M THY UN I EL WJ\ LSH

1' A A~NE WILLIA MS
SSLJ D ZA RP AB I

CO M OS
e I CL

f.

p (

CCtJ OS &
(EOL
f.
/vED SC f.

F E

f.

1-LT H E f.

FHYS

f,

f\UCL E f.
Cf-E M

f.
f.
CCM OS f.
C E
&
1-LlH E f.
fl/EC SC &
E E
f..
CC Jv. OS f.
F f
f.
f:ICL
£
(Ct' CS f.
F E
f.

E I CL

F E
C E

f,

f.

[ OCT OR OF PH il OSOPHY
MtiJOR
f: 1'ELLY ALA RCC,N
R I CF ti POfl AC A

RT G eABn ,1 1
RT ANSEL MO BE NZ I E
H F RCGAR OlJS
AS RO P.E RT CA RE Y
rU/\G CHAO
LEY 1'1ELL DN CLASS
EDhARD COGG I NS
IP JAY CO OPER
C CRGNA- 8 UR GU ENO

ROM LANG f.
CURR I C ~ I NSTRUC'rION
E E
&
HISTORY

.t,M ST

£
f,

FLJPPlS f.

E E

f.

I E-A M

f,

ENGL

f.

PrYS
fv ti 1 H

n; , ")A'

l> ..... ~·-
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:ER TlFIEO DEGREE CANDIDAT ES ,

SUtJMER 1g,4

CCCTOR OF PHI LOS OPHY
MAJOR

(MINGO G DOMINGUEZ
~R OLE ECELSKY
UDITH r,,E'l'ER FISHER
!CHA R[ M GR,\ SSL
JCY HALE GUTIEKRZ
IR KLANO LF. E JC f\ES
~/JES LEE JllR GENS EN

.IFTCI\ M LOI IS
~M ES KENNETH LI NN
IR RY C L INNEMAN ,JR
:HN MAX LOESCH
:NNIE J MAC I-II LLI/IMS
:SEPh FAY MCGRATI-'
:LEI\E RUTH PRlCE
:wARn HHUOY
·GRGE A RILEY
RE MJAl-i J RI NG
iMCNO PIERCE RYAN
HI\ LECNA RO RY/\ N
Al\ MCG I EOlff Y S.CO T T
e ASI-CHAN DRA N SHAH
I\ SUZAI\NE SI LL EROY
IFTCI\ MAR.I<. SNIDER
R KA SNYDE~
HI\ JCSEPH SH:GE
C ARC 1-i ST J OHN
C AS h h/\L KER
MER cUGENE WE LLS

CURR IC
(URRIC
CURRIC
JII Al H
CUP.RIC
EICL

f.
&
C
C
C

INSTRUCTION
I NSTRUCTION
I NSTRUCTION
I NSJRUCT ION

&

C
E E
. HM LA &
E E
~

PSYCh
FUPPLS

t-ED SC
r,, ATH
fUPPLS
( U RR I C
(UR R IC
1-IST
C E
RCJV LA
FUPPLS
CHE
P5YCI-'
ENGL
. t-'ATH
Et\GL
PHYS
FCL SC

ED FDN'

&
&

&
&

&
& INS'rRUCT ION
& I NSTRUCTION
.&
&

&
&
&
&

&
&

&
&

&
&

·L NIV ER SITY STUDIES
.
EAChELCR OF UNIVERSITY STUD I ES

HS CAMP AL BA
~I ' E RCSE ALLERY
[L IF LEE ARCHE R
) MAS ASf-JE
~1'1 WA LLtC E f3 AkTL[TT
r R BIRMINGHAM
tr, RF T ( n 1 I\KNrv . ~

1).,.,..,
ln,,
>.AL ·~ ·•.J

PA GE 1 5
CERTIF I E0 C·E(;kEE C/lNDIO/'.lH:S,

SUM~ER 1974

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

EAChELCR CF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

; RA LC LANC E BONE
:MA R C Bl<ADL EY
l~ RGO TI- E l1RIDHH:LL
:HA RLES C BkUNAC I N I
.INDA SLE BUCK
ENT O BUCKINGHA M
AROL ANN CA BeAGE
ER NADETH C Cf-JAVEZ ~
EN RY A CHA VEZ
CE EArnLC CHAVEZ
ERCY CHAV EZ
lCi-'1::LLE JA NE CHAVEZ
ARY TI-OMAS CURC[S
CSEPH C CORDOVA
hA RLES T CRESPY
00tXl00011!lRml{.~Y>i
C N ARTH UR DEAl\,JR
:MLD w DOUGHERT Y
:NNrs ODCNNELL DUNN
IRRy Cl.JNN
I YMC NC E DU P LE S S I S
\R ft\ A/\ N EVANS
IV IO ALAf\ GA FF EY
:I" PAUL GALLAGHH!.
:ANNE Lf GAR CI/\~
:CRGF R Gon[) AR C ~
1I L AGt\ES GOTTLIEB
l SABETH M GHES~I\M
RAL D CUK F.S GRlf-FIM
EG ORY M GUARNERUS
LEE N HARCGRAVE
RRy ~ HEATFR
l A l"ARil\ HCLLAND
0 GE I MMEfH~ AHR
t\ALC BR UCE JEF rR IFS
LLY ~AYt\E J Et\KI NS
RLA LCUI S[ KELLER
CH AE L JA MES KERW I ~
NOY KUR /11, 1\N
I" S L L tl-10 N I C A
My tCWARO LA WR[f\CE
kY Lcurs LEKVCLO
CREA TERf:SA LOVATO
RK ~ALTER MALSBURY
RMl\ N G MART I NEl
~CALN MCCORMI CK
N~A LF E ME IST fR ~
y Tooo tJ, ILL El{
.
KMILLA ~ A MCNTEZ
~T R S CHAVEZ

v

JOSEPH HOSiaNS

. C~E 1?1
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;E TIFIEC C!-:GREE CANn[O/!TES,

SUMMER

LNIVERSlTY

lS

/ ti

STULlIES
UNIVERSITY STUDIES

EACH[LOR OF

AUL CARSCN MORRIS
lt\ DLE NEFF
!T CI-E ll E PARKER
JSEPH viAL Tl:K i:LU~W1Ek
lUCE JOSEPH PUt"A

mlll~BX:wlt~l:P.!X~~~;f:f
IVID · LEON REAVES
:H PAUL ROB lNSUN
If\ M l<0SENL3LATT

IBfRT MEACHAM RUHL y
MMY Cl:NE RUSSELL
R~ARA JEAfJ SAlS,JR
CALL LGUI S SCOTT
BRA!-' LEE SHBAUGH
CE S STAL.LINGS,JR

NCALL G STAPLES
h t\E 1-'AR [E STU,-.,,P
RGAHET R USSEHY
~ y LEE WALLE:N
I z/\ H T f-l L l·J F E N l NG
B. T LEE ORDOHEZ

[t/1.TAL HYGIENE
ASSCCIATE UF SCIE~CE IN DENTAL HYGIENE

CY LEE OAUT
i.•11;0 ru,v o

t-JEDICA L ENGINEER ING TSCr NOUJG Y
ASSOCIATE CF SCIENCE IN 'MECICAL l:NGINEERING TEC

:hAEU:

p r.,. d ' r' I\
, I,-,.1, c)

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
ASSOCIATE OF l\RTS IN cm1MUNITY SERVICES

13 0l'HELL
y CANDELJ\RIA
EPH GABALDON

·s

McKINNEY

E TURlETTA

-4-
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO FACULTY CONSTITUTION
Article IV, Sec. 2 Amendments:
Present: This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds
vote of the Voting Faculty present and voting and ratification
by the Regents.
Amendments shall lie on the table for thirty
days before final action.
Proposed: This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds
vote of those voting faculty members responding to a mail
ballot and subsequent ratification by the Regents. Amendments shall lie on the table for 30 days before submission
to Faculty vote by referendum.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF" NEW MEXICO

DATE:

March 4, 19 74

The University Faculty
JM :

aJECT:

The Committee on Entrance and Credits
The Awarding of Credit for the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) -th.e General Examinations
Presently the University grants credit for a number of CLEP Subject Examinations. This recommendation concerns the General Examinations for which
we have not granted credit in the past, although nearly 1000 colleges and
universities across the country already do so, with the majority granting
credit of 30 semester hours for satisfactory completion of the examinations
and a lesser number equating the examinations to as much as two full years.
While numerous colleges and universities have accepted the principle that
students should receive credit for college-level learning acquired in nontr~ditional ways (private reading, employment experience, noncredit courses,
adult classes, etc.) and have sought various ways of validating this collegelevel achievement, we have failed to recognize this fact. Good students are
lost to the University because we fail to grant such credits. In 1972-73
over 60,000 students were administered tests in this program.
The Committee on Entrance and Credits recommends to the University Faculty
approval for granting up to 30 semester hours for satisfactory completion
of the CLEP General Examinations.
It should be noted that the College Level Examination Program is sponsored
by the College Entrance Examination Board, which for decades has been providing testing and advisory services to students entering college.

(1)

The General Examinations provide a comprehensive measure of undergraduate
achievement in five areas:
1. English Composition
2. Humanities
3. Mathematics
4. Natural Sciences
5. Social Sciences-History
The Tests are designed to assess fundamental facts and concepts, the ability
to perceive relationships and understanding of basic principles. The General
Examinations are used primarily to assess the general educational background
of students who have had one or two years of college instruction or its
equivalent. Thus credit earned through the examinations would apply toward
appropriate group or general requirements in UNM undergraduate degree grant-.
ing colleges.

(2)

The General Examinations are presently normed on a sample of 2,582 full-time
students completing their second year of study at 180 colleges. The examinations are reported in the form of scaled scores (raw scores converted to

-6-

College Level Examination Program, Cont'd.

Page Two

a conunon scale for all examinations). The scaled score provides a distribution of scores ranging from 200 to 800 with a mean of 500 for each of the
five areas. Thus, an examinee who earned a score of 500 would have performed equal to or better than about 50 percent of the college sophomores
in the comparison group on that particular examination.
(3)

Initial UNM credit via the General Examinations can make use of the national
norms while concurrent.ly accumulating local data for norms specific to UID1.
Basically, this would involve selecting a minimum score or combination of
scores an examinee must achieve to receive credit.

(4)

Given the information available, it would
greater on each of the examinations might
which to begin. Over a two to three year
could be conducted in order to refine the

appear that a score of 500 or
be an acceptable minimum with
period, UNM based norming studies
procedure.

-7THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

OATC:

March 4, 1974

The University Faculty
M

The Committee on Entrance and Credits

J CT:

The institution of a Test Requirement for Graduating Seniors

Recent curricular innovations, non-traditional degree programs
trends toward more open admissions, changing grading practices, and
external pressures for institutional accountability have increa d th
need for an evaluation of curricula and assessment of student progr s .
A well-designed examination program can indicate the general impact of
a college education, progress toward general education goals, and/or
achievement in a particular field of study.
The Educational Testing Service provides an examination program
called the Undergraduate Program. Three types of tests are availabl
in this program; these are the Aptitude Test, the Area Tests and th
Field Tests. This program is the most widely used undergraduate
amination program in colleges and universities throughout the country.
Representatives of minority groups play an active part in Und rgradua
Program test development and review. If the University decid s to adopt
an examination program, it is recommended that this service be u ed.
The specific recommendations of the Committee on Entranc
Credits to the faculty are:
1.

and

That the Undergraduate Program Aptitude Test be required
of all bachelor degree candidates during the fall se st r
of their senior year. This test will provide a measure of
verbal and quantitative abilities of the student. It will
require 90 minutes to administer. Because the ACT tests are
also ability tests measuring verbal and quantitative abiliti s
and required of incoming freshmen, and because the resolution
of the Board of Deans of the University recommended the
possibility of a similar post-test, it would appear that
the Aptitude Test would sample the same kinds of abilities
the Board of Deans wishes to have measured just prior to
the student's graduation. The test allows for national
comparisons and can also be correlated with the entering ACT
ability levels. In addition, the Undergraduate Program
Aptitude Test has been statistically equated to the Graduate
Record Examination (GRE) Aptitude Test making it possible
for the student to assess potential admission to graduate
programs using the GRE scores for admission. No transcript
service is provided by the Undergraduate Program.
The Aptitude Test would likely prove more desirable than the
Area Tests which had been required when the Graduate R cord
Examination was an all-university requirement. The reason
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for this is that the Area Tests are more achievement oriented
in the fields of humanities, social science, and natural
science. General Education requirements have been modified
considerably by most of the degree-granting colleges over the
last several years. As a result, several of the colleges have
become liberal with regard to group requirements; and, therefore, many students graduate without having taken any significant
amount of work in the areas measured by their tests. Perhaps
more importantly the BUS program presently accounts for
approximately one-fifth of all baccalaureate candidates, and
the nature of this degree program is totally unstructured.
Therefore, large numbers of degree candidates will have completed little or no course work in one or more of these areas.
Thus, a measure of verbal and quantitative abilities would
appear to furnish more useable information of the variety
sought by the academic deans and data which can estimate
institutional impact when compared with Freshmen ACT scores.
2.

It is reconnnended that · the Area Tests also be required
either of all graduates or a representative sample of graduates
of each degree program. The information obtained could prove
valuable to any college that feels that their graduates should
evidence some minimal ability in each of these three areas.
If a degree program's current structure is such that the Area
Tests reveal a connnon weakness, curricula changes could be
considered in the light of this information. The Area Tests
would require three hours of test time.

3.

The Field Tests which are basic subject matter tests in specific
disciplines such as chemistry, mathematics, etc. are available
if any department wished to require its majors to complete the
field test. This could be done on a department-by-department
basis.

In conclusion it is reconnnended that the Aptitude Test be required
of all seniors in the fall semester of their senior year as a minimum
University requirement; that preferably both the Aptitude and Area tests
be required if time and finances permit to provide richer information
to both the student and various colleges for curricula development; and
that the Field Tests should be exclusively a matter of individual departmental determination.
Students will not be subject to any additional fees in order to satisfy
this graduation requirement.

Revised Draft
A Tenure Position Plan for UNM
'rhe University of New Mexico anticipates for the balance of
the 1970's a "steady state" situation with no appreciable increase
or decrease in either student enrollment or number of faculty positions unless the University extends markedly its programs and
services throughout the State of New Mexico.

In such circum-

stances, the University must take the necessary steps both now and
during the next few years to maintain sufficient flexibility to be
able to respond to shifts in student enrollments among present programs, and to provide for the initiation of new programs including
those which may extend the Universiry's programs and services
throughout the State.

"Flexibility" as used here means the ability

of the institution, when necessary, to shift some faculty positions
from one department or college to another.
In order to achieve and maintain needed flexibility during
the next few years without at the same time creating other problems, it seems appropriate for U.N.M.

(1) to indicate its support

of certain basic principles related to faculty appointments, and
(2) to take a number of specific steps.
Principles to be Supported
1.

Conunitments with those faculty members now serving in

Probationary appointments at U.N.M. will be honored, barring developme~t of circumstances over which the institution has no
control.

Implementation of this principle means that decisions

about tenure of faculty members now holding probationary contracts

will , as in the past, be based on their performance in the four
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areas outlined in the Faculty Handbook:

teaching; research and

publications, including creative work; service; and personal
characteristics.
2.

Agreements,

including contracts, for all faculty members

to be appointed in the future shall be clear, precise, and in
sufficient detail to avoid ambiguity, misunderstanding, and misinterpretation with respe~t to the nature and extent of the appointment.

For example, those signing term, visiting, or non-

probationary administrative contracts will from the beginning date
of their employment know exactly what the terms and options of
those contracts are.
3.

In all faculty appointments, the University of New Mexico

will consistently support its affirmative action program asapproved by the Regents.

Steps to be Taken
1.

Department and college faculties shall make more rigorous

the minimum requirements for their recommendations concerning
awarding of tenure.

The same areas of performance as now listed

in the Faculty Handbook will continue to be used in assessing the
performance; a higher level of performance and more specific documentation of performance will be required.

There must be affirma-

tive and specific evidence of excellence in the several categories
of performance being assessed (teaching, research and publications,
service, and personal characteristics).

Departments and colleges

shall be responsible for informing probationary faculty of these
expectations and the implications for them individually.
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2.

In order to attract and hold competent faculty members,

the University shall continue to proviae for some appoint.I'!1ents in
probationary status based upon a realization of the need for
flexibility but also of the need to attract highly qualified
persons to. the faculty.

However, · the normal initial contract at

the instructor and assistant professor levels will be a term ao-

pointrnent of three years.
Faculty members with initial term appointments can expect to
be

employed, barring conditions over which the institution has no

control, for a period of three years provided the member's performance continues to be satisfactory.

The initial term appoint-

ment may be renewed for one additional three-year term.

Service

under term contracts will not be extended beyond a total of six
years.
3.

Temporary one-year appointments may continue to be made

in various parts of the University.

Person$ on such appointments

may be reappointed for a second or third year if mutually agreeable to the faculty member and the department 9r college involved.
4.

A number of persons may be employed to staff administra-

tive posts at
titles.

u.N.M.

on non-probationary contracts carrying faculty

such appointments shall normally imply continuation from

year to year, but without presumption of tenure.
5.

U.N.M. will not award immediate tenure to newly appointed

faculty members except in rare cases.

•

..

t
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6.
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Probationary periods for new faculty members who are

offered initial probationary contracts shall not be shortened as
frequently or as markedly as they have been in recent years.

The

maximum and normal probationary periods shall be seven years for
instructors, six years for assistant professors, and five years
for associate and full professors.

These periods will be in-

creased by one-half year for appointments commencing in Semester
II

except for instructors.

Shortened probationary periods shall

be offered to a new appointee only under special circumstances
and only upon the recommendation of a majority of the tenured

members in ~he department, the chairperson, the dean of the college, and the vice president for academic affairs.

7.

Faculty members who may be in a department with declining

enrollments and who wish to do so may retrain or prepare themselves
in another field or discipline.

lvhen. available· resources perrni t,

special leaves at full pay for the specific purpose of retraining
may be considered for approval upon the recommendation of the department chairperson and dean under whom the retrained faculty
member would serve.
8.

A number of persons now between 55 and 65 years of age

might be attracted to early retirement or a reduced load.

Various

ways of making early retirement and/or a reduced corr.mitment more
attractive and feasible shall be explored by the administration
and faculty.
9.

The faculty and administration, through already established

conunittees, shall explore the possibility of ipcluding part-time
faculty in our tenure plan.

~ J
-

J

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
September 9, 1974
TO:

The University Faculty

FROM:

The Academic Freedom and Tenure committee

SUBJECT:

Proposed Resolution

WHEREAS:
1.

There now exist uncertainties in university enrollment
trends;

2.

The prospect of differential funding and other possible
modifications in support patterns make it difficult to
anticipate future relationships between demand for and
supply of faculty personnel;

3.

The implications of a possible "steady state" enrollment situation are appropriately a matter of concern to
both faculty and administration; and

4.

An extensive reliance upon term contracts would weaken
prevailing protections of academic freedom and would
create diversities in faculty standing to the detriment
of the several missions of the University

The Faculty of the University of New Mexico adopts the following
resolution:
BE IT RESOLVED that a faculty committee be appointed by the
Faculty Policy committee and the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee, and that this committee will address itself to faculty staffing problems resulting from declines in rates of
student population growth by preparing a plan to:
a.

insure adherence to the criteria for awarding tenure to
persons now on probationary status;

b.

make the minimum requirements for tenure more rigorous
for newly appointed persons;

c.

evaluate other options which have been or will be pro- ·
posed to determine which, if any, warrant serious consideration and to recommend procedures for their implementation; and

d.

to present its recommendations to the General Faculty
no later than February, 1975.

- 1 3r

Proposed Policy Statement on Academic Freedom and Tenure at
the University of New Mexico's Gallup and Northern Branches
A supplement to the University's Policy on
Academic Freedom and Tenure now appearing
in the Faculty Handbook, pages 34-42 .
•

The basic principles upon which U.N.M.'s present Policy on Academic
Freedom and Tenure are based shall apply to the branch colleges within
the State as well as to the main campus in Albuquerque.

In the imple-

mentation of this policy at the branch colleges, however, it will be
necessary to use some slightly different criteria for the achievement
of academic tenure.
1.

These differences are described below:

As at the main campus, some full-time probationary appOint-

ments (those leading to tenure) may be made at the branch colle es, but
because of the differences and changing nature of instructional reouirements on these branch campuses, a larger percentage of temporary and
term appointments will be made at branch colleges than on the main cam-

pus.
2.

Probationary appointments made at a branch college shall lead

toward academic tenure in a particular discipline at that branch only
and not toward tenure on the main campus or at another branch.

3.

The four bases 1 for appointment, promotion, and tenure used on

the main campus shall apply also to the branch campuses.

It is expected,

however, that because of the somewhat different mission of branch colle . es,
more emphasis will be placed there on teaching and service and less uoon
scholarship and research.

1
Listed on p. 52 of the current Faculty Handbook: teaching; scholarship,
research, or other creative work; service; and personal characteristics.

l

4.

Recommendations concerning academic tenure for a faculty member

at a branch college shall be made directly to the main campus Vice President for Academic Affairs 2 by the director at the branch.

A recommenda-

tion shall then be made by the vice president to the President of the
University.

Such recommendations and final decisions shall not be subject

to review or approval by any faculty group on the main campus.

It is

urged, however, that the branch college director responsible for making
such recommendations will seek advice of an appropriate faculty group on
the main campus before recommending tenure.

For example, the chairman

and faculty of the Dept. of English on the main campus could help the
branch college faculty group and director develop and use guidelines for
arriving at a tenure recommendation concerning a person teaching English
at the branch college, if it is well understood in advance that somewhat
different emphases will be used in the application of criteria at the
branch college.

In addition, the branch college director shall consult

with all full-time faculty at the branch college concerning the tenure
recommendation.

2

Or other main campus vice president as appropriate.
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On the whole, experience shows that student comm:ttee members dt!al
as rigorously with dishonesty as do administrative officials, in,iividual
faculty members, Clr faculty committees. More important than consi;;tency
or rigorousness of punishment, however, is the simple consideration that
student government, student self-reliance, and student responsibility develop
furtr.er and more firmly wh1.:?n student representatives actua~ly take a role
in dealing with student behavior.
In order to be as fair as possible to students, it i5 recommended that
faculty members teaching lower division courses inform the class, at the
beginning of each course, as to their policy and the University policy with
reference to dishonest academic practices. Students thus informed will
thereafter have no basis for pleading ignorance of regulations.

''DISIIO!\ESTY IN ACADE~IIC MATTEHS
Every sluclent is expected to al,i<lc l,y the hi1~hcst standards of honorable conduct in academic matters. Dishonl'sl action in connection with
tests, qui1.zes, or assignments, whether in the classroom or not, generally will be cause for dismissal from the University.
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DISHONESTY IN ACADEl\llC MATTF.US

2. WheA a uiglatien ef ti-le l"PJ!:UlRtiAn eee~rs in eenneetiaft with-a
ce<lf!'e, HRliRar, 91' aey fit.he• Aead1 mie Retivity unfleP tRe di11eeti0R ef a
f1t(ttll/ ffl"nher, tha, fAeYlt.y 1neml'ler is Rtttl,eri;r,ed ta tAhe wR&leV@l' 11.vt.ieR
~a <Jg11111li appni~ria\.e, \jwt Re may RAt im~ei;e :my ;pe11alty i;1 en:ei;, gf :ua
.. i"" iA Uut .. ,n1,u a11ri , .. ! iRvehrntRl')' wiU,!:lrn11·11.l ef the e\YdeH\ fPAM \)le
class l\:''beno1·cr be in1pore& tAi& ~enAlty, t.J.le i,u;i,we~e• 6Aa11 iA1M1@8i&lt!ly
17gpot .... 8Alll! iA {i.il ~@leil in ,Vt itift~ t:fl the rn~aif't)l8ft ef th@ St.,11ie11t
Standards Con1n1ittM Tlli1 (;en1n1irlt1Ht MlAY lhet1 in~~ese B\l@h 1tMtii,ie11al
peAa]ty a, &aonlE apprepriate.
It is -;Jse iP>pNtaAt. te 1ieint eut tlu2t \1e£eni a fseyU,y JUP.1\1\:!er talu1&
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solid, iPconfro1·arti!tJo eridenns to iillpport bis 1'h21re.
:J. \\"hC'n the violation ocl"urs in 1:onnl•rlion wilh any test or ('Xaminalion
n()t t()nnl'cted with a cou1 f;C', l,ut acl111i ni sl<'r<'tl l,y an officer of tlw Uni\'l•rsity, the person uncll!t" whof;e nuspin·.,, the al·:ukmic violation occuri- shall
tran smit in writin~ to the Chairman of thl' Stu,h•nt Standards Comn,ittec n
statrnv•nl ahoul the ,·iolntion, ~(·n dinl-!' n carloon copy to th(' i-tuclc•nt, the
personnel cl('nn, an•I the ncad(' mic d, •:in con,·vt-r,c(l. The Conamitte,~, in turn,
"ill take a<"tion on the 111nlter, f;dtinl-!' the Jll·nalty acconlin~ toils nuthorily.
-L All ca~C's of r..,n -<lisdosuic or 111isr('prt•:.l·nt:\tion of information will
he rcfe1 J"('(I to the Enti ancc an,! Crc(lits ('u111mit!ce.
5. Action l.\l<en by either the Studrnt Slarnlar<ls Commitke or the I:;nt1 a nee and Cn:dit..s Committee s hall l,e con1plded as sr.on as possible but not
later than thirty days after violation is reported, and shall be reported to
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1. The following statement appears among the scholastic regulations
listed in the General Catalog:

Non-disclC1sure or misrepresentation in filling out applications or
other University recon]s will make a i-turknt liable for <lisciplinary
action, includinJ!' po~sible di~missal from the University."

.

tr1,• i-turl, r,t, thr perf;onn<'I <l(•,111, :uvl th,• a,·:,,'c1,:ic d,·:.i n con.:t'rnc<l .

Dif';honesty on the part of a student in connection with either
course material or student records is a serious matter involving
the possibility nf cliscipJinary action. Since the members of the
faculty have a direct responsibility in the enforcement of the
standards ill\·oh-cd, the fo11owing formal statement was prepared, incorporating the current regulation and the procedures
for implementing it.

~--

2. Actions taken by a faculty member in
response to violations of academic regulations are subject to review by the Student
Standards Policy, Article A, Section 1.

STUDENT STANDARDS POLICY
A. Jurisdiction and Membership of the Student Standards Committee
Srct ion 1. Jurisdiction. The Student Stnndards Committt·e is a hc:\r:ng
bo1nd for disciplinary matters c,,nccrn ing the stucler,t community except
cliscip! i1tary matters subject to th e jurisrliclion of the Stud ~rit P.adio and
Sludcr.t Publication,; Iloarcls. Cnsl's 1nay conw h<:forc the C•,: ,: :nilt,·c <,n the
motion of any member of the Univrrsity community. Any ~ll:tl1.:?11t ,,;.,, feels
tlrnt he has been unjuf;tly tlisciplincd by any other camJJUS lioa1cl 1,r ("<11 ,1111ittN' Clr by an official o[ the UnivPrsity ha s the right t" appc·al t11 th •: C'ommitt('l' . Iu all case's, an even ,Jivis ion on tlw Cn mmittee shall he tn·:.'1:d as a
df'tc-rmination that no di:;ciplinc Ile i111pof;ed.
'1'nc Commilt('<' may affirn1 ') r 1cvrr:-t· di!>riplina ,·y a r t ;r,:, ~ln.·:.Jy t ake,1.
Tn c:iscs where the adic,n has not yet hecn takl'n, ti ...: C·,:nm itt., c· rr.ny de·
ci1ie whether disciplinary action shoulrl be t::iken, and if so. thl• r·xtr•r,t of
it. Decisions of tr.e Committee may be nppenled to the Pre!.id<'n t of the
University by any of the parties involved .

